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Introduction

The power of hardware has been incremented revolutionary in the 

latest years: the availability o-f -faster microprocessors, cheaper 

RAM, and more hard disk storage propiciate the explosive 

development of microcomputers.

This development besides the technical advances issued from 

Codd's works about relational data base /C0DD70/ promote that 

Data Base Management Systems had been introduced in all actual 

computing means with their acknowledged profits.
It is stated that about a 50 7. of the uptime of microcomputers 

in the world is applied in some DBMS and almost all minicomputers 

and mainframe use a Data Base System.

The relational model was developed to solve the problem of data 

base rigidity. The relational system allows the user to be 

unaware of physical links and he can manipulates relations 

between data, answering in an easy way the data change necessity. 

In the microcomputer industry it is applied the relational term 

to a different kind of programs, making this term almost without 
sense. Around 1980 these programs invaded the market and in 1981 

there are references about more than 15 of these systems 

/BARLE81/. In a certain way they are used in the most of data 

processing works, allowing to use a more evolved and flexible 

technology to develop applications.

Analising this data processing development it was decided to
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implement a DBMS in the cuban minicomputer CID 300/10.

From this decision it was developed an evaluation of the 

available systems in order to its possible implementation.

In this work it is shown how the data processing in Cuba has been 

evolved toward the application of data base techniques (chapter 

1) .

In chapter 2 it is shown the evaluative study developed about the 

two DBMS available in the moment of doing this work. It is 

presented a particular methodology to develop the evaluation from 

the criteria that the goal of the evaluation is not only to 

select a DBMS for its application but also taking in mind its 

implementation problems.

Besides it is shown a chapter with the main characteristies of 

the implementation of the selected DBMS. It was studied the 

different actual methods of implementations and it is justified

the selected ones.

At the end it is presented one of the application that actually 

executes over our DBMS. This application was originally developed 

for microcomputers and later it was moved to our system. Besides, 

it is mentioned the main differences between our DBMS and the
selected pattern.
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1. Background
The elements needed for an objective assessment of computing 
meäia, and their §tr-atf§ii§ imp art «me©, are evident from the 
eignificane© of information in our time — it having become an 
indu»trial product. It is precisely in this sense, and especially 
to the underdeveloped countries, that achievement of full and 

final economic, scientific-technical and technological 
independence assumes a cultural connotation of a new kind: 
absolute sovereignty over their national sources of information 

is essential, and also their autonomous capability to obtain 

information. From this it is concluded that development of an 

infrastructure for automated processing, teletransmission, 

storing and retrieving of information is a necessary condition 

for full economic and social development in these countries. 

The strategies and policies followed by the Cuban Party and 

Government in the field of information show the way to 

development of computing techniques, having as a goal the 

achievement of high economic and social ends. Specially 

significant are those related to development of applied research, 

production and promotion of scientific cadres with a high 

political and ideologic level. An adequate institutional 

organization of computing activities, the necessary investment 

processes in the industrial, research and development spheres, 

the most advantageous alternatives of international
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specialization with a view to the production and establishment of 

exportable funds, as well as the principal sectors and economic 

branches for priority development of automated systems of 

management have been set up in advance. This all constitutes a 
structured process corresponding to medium and long term plans of 

economic and social development of the country. This is a logical 

consequence of the fact that the plans are the product of an 

undivided dedication of the national government to ensuring 

prompt and harmonious growth of the country's economy.

The following is a panoramic view of the historical development 

of computing in Cuba. It is explained the characteristics of the 

Basic Software evolved in our Institute, which it is regarded as 

the logical background for our present thesis. Lastly, it is 

described the characteristics and levels of our users who are 

particularly influential on the conditions of our software.

1.1 Historical development of computing techniques in Cuba.

1.1.1 Before the Revolution.

The first data processing equipment was received in Cuba around 

the year 1930, when the data of the population census were 

processed in equipments based on punched cards. Since that time 

the U.S. firm IBM established a branch in Cuba to promote the use 

of electromechanical equipment for accounting, calculating and 

adding processes.
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Development of data processing techniques at that time was 

entirely dependent on specialized entities belonging to -foreign 

companies.
There was a small number o-f high level specialists on 

systematization of the work with data processing equipment using 

punched cards and accounting.

1.1.2 Since the Revolution.
The first computers introduced in Cuba were one UNIVAC and one 

RAMAC, both of first generation. They were installed during the 

first few years following the 1st. January, 1959. The work with 

these equipments acquainted the few punched card technicians 

remaining in the country with this change in technology — both 

with the hardware and with its application.

In 1963 a second generation British computer, the ELLIOT 803-B 

was acquired, and with this the formation of new computing 

specialists was started /PEDR082/. Some university faculties 

began teaching programming and the first groups were formed in 

several institutions for the purpose of practical application. 

During the period 1963-1968 various attempts were made to 

structurally organize the development of computing techniques.

The economic blockade of Cuba enforced by the U.S. Government, 

which included the scientific-technical field, was in full force. 

However, two second generation computers known as SEA-4000 were 

acquired from the Compagnie Internationale pour 1'Informátique



<C-I-I-> to make the population census in 1970.

An entity was formed in 1969 by the name of "Plan Calculo", as a 

part of JUCEPLAN, the Central Planning Board. The "Plan Calculo"

was charged with the responsibility to manage, regulate and

control the introduction of technical computation media and their 

applications in the national economy. A large program of 

investments was set in motion and the formation of computing'•f
specialists was given new impetus.
Also in 1969 our leader, Commander-in-Chief Fidel Castro launched

the project of a small computer that could be used in certain

branches of the economy /LQPEZl/. To materialize this initiative 

a research group was formed whose core was made up by

investigators whip were already working on the design of Digital 

Systems. These investigators were professors in the Department of 

Electronics of Havana University's Faculty of Technology. The 

first Cuban computer CID 201, was the crowning success of this 

work, one year later.

This result was not regarded as a mere scientific-technical 

achievement. It was only a first step towards giving answers to 

urgent needs for application of electronic computing in Cuba. 

Besides, it was essential to train in the shortest possible time 

specialists who should be able to apply computing techniques in 
the country.

CID 201 had a word of 12 bit, and the main store contained 4096
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words. The processing rate was of about 20000 additions per

second.

With the initial group of designers and the addition of 

university graduates and undergraduates the institution called 

Centro de Investigacion Digital (CID) was formed, which was the 

inception of today's Instituto Central de Investigacion Digital

CICID).

The success achieved by the construction of CID 201A brought 

about the necessity to develop basic software for its 

exploitation in the various fields of the economy and in the 

centers of scientific-technical research. This undertaking was 

something unheard of in Cuba since imported hardware had only 

been used so far having been furnished with adequate basic 
software.

That time the software was written in machine code without the 

possibility of using an assembler language or an operating 

system. A consequence of this was low programming productivity. 

On the other hand, however, the personnel that went through this 

stage learned all that was indispensable to obtain profound 

knowledge of the equipment's architecture and this was helpful in 

the further development of their professional activity.

In 1973, as a result of a research for increasing efficiency and 

computing potential, model CID 201B was introduced. With a set of 

instructions similar to that of CID 201, CID 201B enabled a five-
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fold increase of the rate of operations, and was extensible up to 

32K words of operating memory by 4k modules.

From that time on a period of development commenced in which the 

basic aims were the following:

1. To develop the production basis of CID 201B.

2. To develop Basic Software for CID 201B.

3. To procure the input/output equipments for CID 201B.

Various Operation Systems (OS) were implemented, depending upon 

the available configuration. An OS was made on paper tape for 

configurations not provided with magnetic storage to control the 

loading the various components of the program packages; and, in 

addition, to afford a basic environment for control of the 

system's resources.

In the same manner Operation Systems placed on magnetic tape, 

data cassettes and minidisks were made. For these OS compilers 

for LEAL, FORTRAN, ALGOL, COBOL, BASIC and FOCAL languages were 

i mplemented.

All these software tools were implemented without having any 

auxiliary software support such as assembler, macroassemb1 er, 

linker, debugger, etcetera.

This period was extremely helpful for the software specialists 

inasmuch as all the work had to be done from scratch. This 

situation forced them to explore deeply the more advanced 

techniques and theories so far developed on the subject.
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From the beginning, the hardware systems were applied mainly in 

economic data processing. Correspondingly, the basic software 

oriented to this kind of application has been mostly developed 

in our Institute.

It was decided to develop a COBOL compiler on CID 201B in order 

to facilitate business applications. As an intermediate 

development a package of subroutines was implemented which, on 

being called from assembler language, could make up for the lack 

of something more highly developed. This package included decimal 

arithmetic coded in binary, comparison of and operations with 

alpha-numerical chains, etc., but its use was restricted due to 

the fact that it is difficult to implement any business

application on the level of an assembler language.

The COE-tOL compiler for CID 201B included a file management system 

•for sequential and direct access on magnetic tapes and magnetic 
di sks.

1.1.3 From 1976 to 1982

On 30th. November, 1976 a decision was made to establish the 

INSAC (Instituto Nációnál de Sistemas Automati2ados y Tecnicas de 
Computacion). This is an entity of the State central

Administration and is charged with directing, executing and 

controlling the application of State policy in this activity. 

INSAC has a system of enterprises and specialized units that 

perform the following functions:
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- Installation, repair and technical maintenance service.

- Project making and assembling of computer centers.

- T o  deliver mechanized and automated data processing services.

- Production of computer hardware.
- Design and implementation of automated systems and tasks.

- Research and development of computation techniques and
*automated systerns.

- Formation and re.qualification of specialists.

Since its inception, INSAC gave support to the work of CID, 

having strengthened the basis of research, development and 

production of hardware and its corresponding software.

In this period, a new minicomputer system, CID 300/10, was 

designed, This was a much more powerful system than CID 201B, and 

was based on the architecture of the family PDP-11 of DEC. 

Development of the CID 300/10 system took place observing all the 

requirements of Intergovernmental Commission for Computation 

(ICC) and now it corresponds to the standard of System SM-3. It 

was an achievement of multilateral collaboration among the 

Socialistic countries and successfully passed the international 

tests late in 1978. There was code number SM-3 given to it in the 

unified nomenclature of the Socialistic countries.

System CID 300/10 went into production in 1980 and it is the 

basic hardware for the development, of applications of most users 

of computation techniques in the country.
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For nationwide distribution the FOBOS system was adopted — a 

Socialistic version of DEC'S RT-11, as the more powerful systems 

could not work properly on the 56k bytes of CID 300/10.

Although an OS, efficient an fairly complete, was available, it 

was pointed out that its utilization was not contemplated for 

data processing (business application) — an application which 

since the earliest days has been fundamental in the spectrum of 

applications of computers in Cuba. It was therefore decided to 

write a compiler of the COBOL language for the FOBOS Operation 

System. This decision was based on the experience gained by the 

specialists who developed the COBOL compiler for CID 201B and on 

the good results obtained.

For this compiler the standard used was that corresponding to 

Norm ANSI X3.23 - 1974 and it was submitted within the frame of 

ICC for approval in joint tests conducted late in 1979, the USSR 

and Czechoslovakia having figured as co-makers. This compiler has 

been widely used in our country with satisfactory results and has 

been the basis for further basic program packages oriented 

towards data processing.

Based on this COBOL compiler for FOBOS a Base System for Business 

Applications was evolved which included a monitor that enabled 

the execution of several COBOL tasks simultaneously. This system 

was complimented with utility programs for data sorting, 

creation, validation, condensation and conversion, as well as
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automation of report issuing, file listings, file updating, etc., 

affording a very comfortable environment for data processing 

wor k.

1.1.4 From 1982 to date.

Since the early years of the current decade a certain number of 

microcomputers of 8 and 16 bits have been introduced in the 

country, forcing us to give considerable thought to the matter 

of the road to be taken concerning the national production of 

hardware, inasmuch as before the introduction of microcomputers 

the tendency was to continue to increase the power of our 

computing systems using minicomputers and inc easing their speed, 

their memory and the number of displays fitted.

In 1983 the ICID designed and produced a microcomputer of 8 bits 

based on the microprocessor INTEL 8080, which supports the CP/M 

80 with all its software.

Now production of a microcomputer of 16 bits has been started, 

from a design based on the microprocessor INTEL 8086, which is 

IBM-compatible, so being able to use all the software yet 

developed.

The conception of microcomputers has made it imperative to work 

base towards exploitation and assimilation of the available 

software, as well as towards completition according to our needs. 

Systems have been worked out for combining the microcomputers
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with our minicomputers, ultimate outcome of which should be a 

network system.
Today, the tendency of our efforts are directed towards 

distributing our processors. Thus the hardware is put as close as 

possible to the source of data generation.

1.2 Characteristics of the applications.

We now give the reader a view of the main applications made by 

the users of minicomputers so that he will be thoroughly informed 

on the present status of computation in Cuba /PEDR082/.

In the industrial field:

- Planning and control of sugar production, with its various 

i ndi cators.

- Control of the outlining of production and financial plans in 

sugar factories.

- Control of accounting, statistics and labor force in factories.

- Operative control of the economic-technical plan in enterprises 
and factories.

- Calculation and issuance of power consumer receipts.

- Invoicing of sugar cane produced by farmers.

In the field of agriculture:

- Calculation and evaluation of soils and fertilisers.

- Programming of cane cutting.

- Programming of sugar transport routing.

Production estimates.



- Business applications in farming enterprises.

In the field of transportation:

- Invoicing of maritimes services.

- Control of loading and unloading of vessels.

- Control of goods in harbors.

- Operative control of railroad traffic.

- Business applications tasks in economic units.

In the field of commerce:
- Control of the plan of sales of commodities and repair parts.

- Processing of surveys related to the population.

- Market analysis and demand forecasting.

- Business application tasks in economic units.

In the field of health:

- Hospital disbursements.

- Biological control of drugs.

- Selection of optimal receiver in kidney transplantations.

- Census of hospital beds.

- Statistic control of hospitals.

In the field of education:

- Programming of activities.

- Statistic control of students.

- Control and planning of teaching materials.

In the field of sports:

- Calculation and control of training in various sports.
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- Analysis of tactics and techniques in sport activities.

- Recording and control of performance of athletes.

- Business application of sport units.

From the analysis of the main applications the following 

conclusions may be drawn:

- There is a high rate of application redundancy.
- Most applications are those known as data processing and 

economic calculations.

- Applications show low efficiency of utilization of all 

resources furnished by the basic software.

- Integrated program packages which would increase the degree of 

automation of application are not yet developed.

The fundamental reasons for these conclusions are:

- Lack of maturity in know-how of applications of the computers.

- Low professional level of applications programmers.

- Low reliability of the hardware.

From the above conclusions it must be pointed out that although a 

number of institutions have made progress in the field of 

applications and the performance of their specialists, they are 

rather exceptions in the national picture.

With the recent introduction and production of 8 and 16 bit 

microcomputers, the situation has changed. First, computation 

techniques have been spread throughout the country, and now exist 

in places where minicomputers had never existed. Besides, the
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software available -for these equipments has imposed an evolution 

in application conceptions. In the -field of management data 

processing work has commenced oh Data Bases Management Systems 

(DBMS) implemented for microcomputers, which, even though not 

offering all the possibilities afforded by the theory of Data 

Bases, represent a fair approximation and their application in 

our country indicates a qualitatively higher development. This 

has obliged us to analyse the possibility of implementing a DBMS 

on our minicomputer CID 300/10 with characteristics similar to 

those of the microcomputers, thus enabling our users to raise the 

quality of applications.

With the implementation of a DBMS for CID 300/10, a higher step 

is reached in the logical line of dialectic development in 

computation, which in turn allows higher development of users of 

our computers and their applications with enhanced utilization of 

available resources.
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2. Selecting the DBMS.

An early stage in the implementation of our DBMS for the Cuban 

minicomputer CID 300/10 was the assessment of the various DBMS 

available in order to determine if it was necessary to design a 

new DBMS and learn the general characteristics of present systems 

in order to incorporate them to our system. From this study one 

important conclusion was denoted: a wide range of Relational DBMS 

exists in the market, each one with a different man-machine 
interface; because of this it didn't think to make a new design 

of one different DBMS with the consequence that our users will 

not suffer for the problems of incompatible systems.

It was very clear that the new DBMS will be a complement to the 

software devised for CID 300/10 and it will have to fulfill the 

following purposes:

- easy man-machine interface.

- efficient management of data structures according to the 

hardware's memory restrictions.

- to ensure work with the rest of the software, and specially 

with Operating System for Commercial Applications GES 300
/F0NFR03/.

At the time this investigation was done there were only two DBMS 

for microcomputer available in Cuba: dBASE II and SENSIBLE 

SOLUTION. For this reason, it will be shown the general 

evaluation of these systems. It is proposed a new methodology for
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general evaluation which is divided into: -feature analysis, human 
factor aspects, performance analysis (benchmarking) and an
original phase not included in any paper consulted: an
evaluation of the characteristics of the implementation of both 
systems. There are many papers that make evaluation of different 
DBMS /BARLE81/, /BITT083/, /B0AR84/, /B0GDA83/, /KEENA81/,
/TEMF'L/, /B0ND84/, etc. but only from the user point of view. 
That is the reason because any author show the evaluation between 
different features of implementation of the DBMS.
In the benchmarking section it is compared the following: dBASE
II, SENSIBLE SOLUTION, dBASE-300 and COBOL CID 300/10, in order 
to observe the performance between the DBMS available with our 

DBMS and the previous software: COBOL compiler /F0NFRO2/.
Also it is included, in interest of the readers, the result of 

the same benchmarks for dBASE III PLUS running on IBM PC and 

dBASE II running on 32 bit microcomputer under UNIX.

The second section of this chapter shows the conclusions about 
the general evaluation and justify the DBMS selected.

2.1. Behavior of the Systems.

The rising popularity of database systems for the data management 

has resulted in an increasing number of new systems entering the 

marketplace. Database systems have been implemented on many 

different computer architectures: mainframes, minicomputers,
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microcomputers and as standalone database machines. The selection 

of a database system among these varied alternatives requires a 

structured, comprehensive evaluation approach.

A complete evaluation methodology for database systems must 

integrate a feature analysis phase, human factors aspects 

/CN0RT83/, and a performance analysis phase. Also, in our case, 

it must have in mind that it needs to select a DBMS not only for 

the user, because it could be implemented in our minicomputer 

with hard requirements of configuration. Therefore, it 

complements the methodology with a phase about the 

characteristics of implementation of each system.

The figure 2.1 shows a summary of our methodology.

2.1.1. Feature analysis phase.

The range of features and capabilities that a database system may 

support is very large. A feature analysis performs two functions; 

it first serves as a winnowing process to eliminate those systems 

that are completely unsuitable for answering the needs of a 

particular application and second, it provides a ranking of the 

surviving candidate systems.

Feature analysis has a number of significant advantages over 

other methods of system evaluation.
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i) Feature analysis provides a structured first cut. The final 

result of a feature analysis should be a small number of 

candidate systems. Performance analysis, which is much more 

costly, can then be performed with only this small number of 

systems.

ii) There are qualitative aspects of a database system that cannot 

be quantified in terms of system performance; for example: 

vendor support, documentation quality, security, user 

friendliness, etc. Since benchmark analysis cannot directly 

test the performance of these features, feature analysis 

remains the best method for th'eir analysis.

iii) Little or no system costs are involved in performing a 

feature analysis because a database implementation is not 

required.

In spite of these advantages features analysis should not be used 

in isolation to evaluate and select database systems. There are 
several reasons for this.

i) The feature importance coefficients and the system support 

ratings are given values by a knowledgeable design expert. 

However, no two experts may come up with same values given the 

same application environment, because the feature analysis 
is a subjective exercise.

ii) Feature analysis is a paper exercise that cannot truly 

evaluate how a system will perform in an organisation 's.
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application environment.
The objective of this evaluation is not to choose a system for an 
application, but to take a DBMS as a pattern to be implemented in 
our minicomputer. Because of this, several features of the 
systems do not have great importance; for example, the OS on 
which the system executes, arithmetic precision, error recovery, 
etc.; these are implementation characteristics that can be 
adapted to our necessities. These characteristics are mentioned 
in this evaluation and its study is not too deep.

SENSIBLE SOLUTION and dBASE II are relational DBMS. Their 
capabilities exceed those of comparatively simple one-file data 
managers like pfs-File, and they provide the means to handle 
complex, multiple-file applications. Separate files may be set up 
for costumers, vendors, inventory, accounts receivable, accounts 
payable, and other activities of a typical business-control 
system, with information intermixed among them.
A "relation" is used to bridge the gap between where information 
is stored and where it is needed. A common field is used as a 
unique identifier to provide the necessary bridge.
While a relational feature -is essential for complex database, it 
is only one of a variety of capabilities that a good DBMS should 
have.
The following are the points included in the feature analysis for
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each system.
1) System features.
2) Data base creation.
3) Report generation.
4) Data retrieval.
5) Data base modification.
6) Data editing.
7) Data concurrency
8) Creation and edition of programs.
9) File compatibility.
10) Documentation.

dBASE 11.
This system was developed by Ashton-Tate and it is designed for 
8-bit microcomputers and it is used at present in 16-bit 
microcomputers /DBASE83/.
dBASE II is a system guided by a built-in programming language 
with a very large set of special commands. operators and 
functions. It uses a very flexible syntax command which increases
the easy of use.
dBASE II uses a data dictionary for every file or relation. It 
does not make difference between relations of different data 
bases.
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To create a new -file, enter the command CREATE, the name of your 

new -file, and the characteristics of each field in the file. 

Fields may be text string, numeric or logical. Only 32 fields per 

relation may be defined. After the last field is defined, you 

may inmediately begin entering data. Password protection is not 

available. Data-entry masks and similar features are possible, 

but they must be programmed by the user into a dBASE II command 

file.
dBASE II provide a simple command to index a file (INDEX).

The system has an special command (REPORT) to generate reports 

from the file in use. REPORT is easy to use but it has limited 

capabilities. It has only one level of subtotals and existing 

reports cannot be modified. Complex dBASE reports must be written 

with the built-in programming language.

dBASE has good tools for data retrieval. In order to know the 

status of a data base it is only necessary to use ehe LIST 

command. Besides, this command allows to know the structure or 

dictionary of a data base. Also, it is possible to use commands 

and operators to retrieve the information, in a selective way, 
from a part of a data base or from the whole data base. These 

features can be used in interactive form or imbedded in a program. 

Besides, it has means to retrieve data from several relations, 

although it is limited by two relations opened simultaneously. If 

it is used more than two relations simultaneously the work
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becomes slower, and more difficult.

To modificate a data base, which is necessary in any application, 

there are supplied several means which allow, in an easy way, to 

asimilate all modifications introducing changes in a data base.

To data edition ( edition and modification fields of a file ) 

there are supplied powerful tools. To editing data interactively 

it is available a very good command (BROWSE) that allows full 

screen viewing and edition of a file. Also, EDIT and CHANGE 

commands allow the user to selectively change the contents of the 

data fields in a data base. The REPLACE command is used to 

replace the contents of specified data fields of the file in ad 

hoc form or by program. The index file in use is automatically 

updated when records are modified.

dBASE II has not a general dictionary. It has a data dictionary 

per file, therefore, it is not possible to make a good data

concurrency control.

The creation and modification of programs is done by a command 

that allows minor full-screen editing of command files.
The compatibility of files between different systems is achieved 

by the COPY command, which allows to transfer, files between 

different systems, in partial or complete form.

The documentation of the dBASE II is good, clear and easy to use. 

It contains a User Manual, a Reference Manual and a Tutorial. .It 

has several examples that show the main use of the system.
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The Reference Manual is necessary to be completed with a deeper 
explanation about some commands and error recovery.

SENSIBLE SOLUTION.
T ft is s y s t e m w a s d e v e 1 o p e d by 0 ' H a n 1 o n C o m p u t er Sys t é m s I n c.. , a n d

was desi gned for 8-bi t -mlcrocomputers /SENSES/..
It is system driven by menu. The system contains a general menu 
that provides to the user the possibility to choose the desired 
tasks execute a program, create/update the dictionary, create a 
screen,- edit a source program, initialise a data file, compile a 
program, re-index a data file, change the structure of a data 
file, etc.
This DBMS uses a general data dictionary distributed into two 
files: one for the.data files which conform the base and the 
other one for the data contained in every field of every file.
"f hi e d a t a f i e 1 d s m a y b e s a 1 p h a n u m e r i c t y p e, n u m e r i c t y p e, d a t e 
type, overlay type (two fields can be defined as one), and record 
number type (contains the record number for each data record
saved). Simple data.entry- masks are possible to be defined. More
complex masks must be programmed.
SENS IBLE is a system which compiles and executes separately (not. 
an interpreter > ana because of this every program must be created 
(only by the editing option of the program and not. by any other 
text editor)-compiled (by the source program compilation option),
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and executed 'by tne program execution option).
Any change in the data dictionary implies to compile again all 
programs which use those changed -file», and because of this the 
debbuging of complex systems is too slow. The programming 
language 'as powerful instructions but does not supply the 
flexibility and generality of dBASE II. Besides, the programming 
is made based on GO TO and BO BUB instructions, because of that 
it is not a structured language, and also it is a tedious 
language and not very clear.

The def nition of indexed files is made during the dictionary
creat1 on
SENSIBLE has two possibilities for the report generation! one for 

simple and quick reports through the INQUIRE option and another 

one through programs using instructions oriented to the report 

handling. The second one is not easy for complex reports. Both
possibilities need to use programs.

The data retrieval, for example, to know the status of a file is 

simple through the option INQUIRE, but not as simple as in dBASE 

II.

For selective retrieval there are supplied language instructions..

For data retrieval from more than one relation there are supplied 

powerful searching instructions in files with related fields and 

it is possible to have up to 10 files simultaneously opened.

One of the options supplied in the main menu is to modificate a
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This is the feature analysis phase. In figure 2.2 and 2.3 are 

tabulated the characteristics evaluated.

System Specifications dBASE II SENSIBLE

Records per data base file 65535 16,777,216

Characters per records 1000 not limited
Fields per record 32 1000

Characters per field 254 255
Largest number 1.8 * 10(63) 1 * 10(12)
Smallest number 1 * 10(-63) 1 * 10(-11)

Numeric accuracy 10 digits 5 digits
Index key length 100 charac. 72 charac.
Opened data base files 2 10
Type of index organization B+tree B+tree
Menu driven no yes
Built-in programming language yes no

Fi gure
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dBASE II SENSIBLE

Simple data base creation I

Complex data base creation !

Data entry '
I

Simple report creation !

Complex report creation !

Ad hoc queries I

File layout modification I

Data concurrency control I

Creation/edition of programs !
I

File compatibility !

Documentation !

features evaluated !

Figure 2.3

Very good Very good

Poor Poor

Good Good 1

Very good Good

Poor Good

Good Poor

Good Poor

Not applicable Good

Good Very good

Good Poor

Good Poor

2.1.2 Human factors aspects.

Relational technology was provided to a new class of users 

through simplified terminology and a relational algebraic command 
language. These new users knew their application areas well, but

their main tasks were nonprogramming tasks. To the correct 

evaluation of a DBMS it is necessary to make a heavy analysis of 

the human factors or psychologic aspects in order to accept a 

system. A few authors include these factors in the general
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The following phase highlights the human factors aspects, the 

benefits, and the limitations of each system evaluated.

i) Syntax features of the commands.

In this point it is evaluated the syntax features of the names of 

the commands: friendly language, relation between the name of the 

command and the corresponding data base operation, and the full 

command names and keywords without abbreviations.

The use of a language close to the natural (English) is very 

important to the assimilation and learning of a system. The user 

does not feel the difference between the way usually he thinks 

and the way he works with the computer. This is important to 

decrease the debbuging time of applications. The use of "noise" 

words helps to improve the readability of a command. Also, these 

characteristics improve the self documentation of programs. 

dBASE II provides a language formed by English-like commands. 

This language is close to the natural language but it does not 

include the "noise" words. The close relation between the name of 

the command and the data base operation avoid to confuse the user 

in his application. dBASE II does not use command mnemonics but 

it employs a few symbolic command names that may have some 

confusion in the users ( "?", "@", etc). In general, it has a

good evaluation in this topic.

evaluation of the systems.
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SENSIBLE has a rigid language and it is not close to the natural 

language. It uses abbreviations to name the commands, therefore 

it is not useful to self documentation and legibility of 

programs. The command names are in correspondence to data base 

operations. The evaluation is that SENSIBLE has poor conditions 

in this aspect.

ii) User data names.

Here, it is analyzed the possibilities that the system provides 

in order to express the names of the user data in legible form. 

Also, this aspect has influence in the keyboard errors. From some 

observations, -users desire conciseness, but this is overshadowed 

by the need to express and document ideas in meaningful phrases. 

Users frequently try to condense abbreviations or use meaningless 

names such as X or ABC that make errors typing them or cannot 

remember the precise names that were used. A good system must 

allow that syntax of data names be legible.

Both systems permit that data names are formed by letters, 

numbers and several symbols. SENSIBLE permits up to 15 characters 

per data name and dBASE II permits up to 10 characters, but it is 

shown in a study presented in /CN0RT83/ and confirmed by the 

author that almost all user can express its data names with 10 

characters length in legible form. SENSIBLE provides in the 

definition of the field (dictionary) an associated field that
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contents the description or reminder of what purpose your field 

serves. Therefore, SENSIBLE and dBASE II have similar conditions 

in this aspect.

iii) Error detection and recovery.

The time lost when errors are not handled properly for the user 

indicate the importance of good error handling. Here, it is 

evaluated if the systems have a good error detection, recovery, 

and informative messages.

Both systems have similar error detection and recovery. In the 

compilation phase, dBASE II provides the possibility to edit the 

line that contents some error, but it is not much used in the 

practical work because it has few possibilities to make 
modifications.

Both systems have some problems in the recovery error in the 

execution phase and fail some diagnostic error or they are very 
poor.

In general, it is concluded that both systems have good error 
detection and recovery.

iv) Menu interfaces.

In the same form that increases the interactive way of work with 

the computer, it increases the use of menu interfaces between 

the man and the computer. The systems driven by menu are very
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easy to use. With the combination of menus defined with

meaningful English phrases and availability of "help" messages, 

users have not much trouble, becoming effective users. Users do 

not have to learn or remember commands; they simply make choices 

from a menu. This is an important human aspect for the easy 

assimilation of a system, specially for the non-specialized 

user.
SENSIBLE guides all operations by menus. It provides a general 

menu and each option has sub-menus. 

dBASE II fails in this aspect.

v) Learning.

It means how long it takes the user to learn how to work with a 

system. This is a very important human factor to accept a system 

by the user. A very efficient system but with difficulty when it 

shows the form of use, will be difficult to be accepted for the 

common user.

It is observed that SENSIBLE is not easy to learn. The author 

makes a monitoring work in two Institutes and he concluded that 

SENSIBLE is difficult to learn for the non-specialized user 

because the way of work is different to the common way of 

traditional data processing. On the contrary, dBASE II provides 

similar work of data processing environment.
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Finally, it is concluded that in the human -factors aspects dBASE 

II has better behavior than SENSIBLE because menu interface is 

the only point in which dBASE II has bad evaluation, but the easy 

to use language and the friendly interface cf dBASE II 

compensate this aspect. The figure 2.4 tabulates the aspects 

evaluated.

Aspects dBASE II SENSIBLE

Synta:-: features Good Poor
User data names Good good
Error detection/recovery Good Good
Menu interfaces not applicable Good
Learn ing Very good Poor

Figure 2.4. Human factors aspects evaluated.

2.1.3. Performance analysis phase.

The major methods of performance evaluation are Analytic 

modelling, Simulation modelling, and Benchmarking.

Analytic modelling represents a system by defining equations that 

relate performance quantities to known system parameters. The use 

of these equations allows a fast and accurate means to evaluate 

system performance. The principal disadvantages are that the 

equations are inadequate to model the complete range of
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•functionality -found in a data base system and also they fail to 

account for the dynamic behavior of the data base system. For 

these reasons analytic modelling has failed to receive wide 

acceptance as a tool for modelling data base systems.

Simulation is the process of developing a computer program to 

approximate the behavior of a system over a period of time. 

Simulation modelling has been applied to data base systems 

/HULTE77/, /NAKAM75/. The major concern with using simulation is 

the time and expense that are often necessary to develop a 

simulation model. Stochastic simulation models also produce only 

estimates of a model's true performance and the large volume of 

results returned by a simulation often creates a tendency to 
place more confidence in the results than may actually be 

warranted.

Benchmarking is used when a few data base systems are to be 

evaluated and compared. Benchmarking requires that the systems be 

implemented so that experiments can be run under similar system 

environments. Benchmarks are costly and time-consuming but 

provide the most valid performance results upon which data base 

systems can be evaluated. While both simulation and analytic 

modelling are limited in the scope of their system testing, 

benchmarking offers the chance to evaluate the actual data base 

system /G0FF73/.

The benchmark experiments publicated concentrate on the
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comparison of candidate commercial systems -for a particular 

application /GLESE81/, /ASTRA80/, /KEENA81/, /TEMPL/, etc.
While benchmarking can be a useful and important technique for 

data base system evaluation; designing, setting up, and running a 

benchmark is a difficult and time-consuming task. Benchmarking is 

problematic and at worst, a gross distortion of reality but it is 

possible to obtain good conclusions if these aspects are known 

and if specific features are analyzed.

In order to aid in the development and analysis of benchmarks it 

is essential to show the methodology used. No one methodology has 

provided the necessary robustness demanded from a generalized 

methodology. No benchmark methodology can expect to incorporate 

every aspect of every benchmark.

Our methodology has been divided into 3 principal parts: 

benchmark design, benchmark execution and benchmark analysis.

2.1.3.1. Benchmark design.

The design of a benchmark involves: a) the scope of the tests, b) 

the tests to be performed, and c) the environment of the data 

base system to be tested.

a) The scope of the tests. As it was shown above, the success of 

benchmarks depends on the objectives be exactly detailed. It has 

been proved that general benchmarks distort the results and mask 

the deficiencies /HGUST84/. In our case, it uses the benchmark to
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complement the other phases that are included in our evaluation. 
Besides, the systems evaluated allow to perform several classic 
processes of DBMS in interactive way as: creation and
modification of data bases, edition of programs and data bases, 
report generation, etc., which are not possible to apply to any 
classic benchmark test. These features are included into another 
phase of our general evaluation.
The points to evaluate are the following: arithmetic
instructions, management of character strings and file 
management.
b) The tests to be performed. Owing to the objectives shown above 
were designed the following tests.
i) Arithmetic instructions.
The test of arithmetic instructions is done by a program 

called TESTI. It has a cycle of 500 additions, multiplications 
and divisions working with integer and floating point numbers.
ii) Processing of character strings.
The test, for the processing of character strings is contained in 

the program TEST2. This test contains the more common processing 
of character strings: concatenation of fields with variable
length, to move a string to the field and to convert numeric 
string types to alphanumeric string types.
iii) Processing of files.
This point is contained in several programs. In this form the
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different transactions can be isolated and is possible to know in 

which points the systems have or do not have a good performance. 

TEST3. Sequential creation of files. The data structure appear in 

the test data point.

TEST4. To index -a file.

TESTS. Random access to an indexed file.

TEST6. Random access to two related files. It is simulated the 

following typical case: "which is the salary of Luis? 11 in the
figure 2.5.

NAME PROFESSION PROFESSION SALARY

Peter engineer engineer #300.00
Lui s physician physician #350.00
Jose 

Car 1 os

mechanic

physician

mechani c

11
O 

1 
O 

1 
■O 

1  
O 

1 
<N 

1 
* 

1 1

SALARY CATHEGORY

#200.00 first

#300.00 second

#350.00 third

Figure 2.5

TEST7. Random access to three related files. It is simulated the 

following case: "Which is the cathegory of Luis? "
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TEST APPLICATION

1 Arithmetic

2 String processing

3 Sequential file creation

4 To index a file

5 Random access in an index file

6 Two related files

7 Three related files

Figure 2.6. Summary of the tests.

c) Environment of data base systems to be tested.

This point contains: i) System configuration and ii) test data,

i) System configuration.

The hardware and software parameters are included here. There 

are two basic system configuration owing to the following 

considerations:
1- performance analysis of dBASE II, SENSIBLE SOLUTION and

dBASE III.

2- performance analysis of dBASE 300, COBOL compiler, dBASE II 

for 8-bit microcomputer, and dBASE II for 32-bit 

mi crocomputer.
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The two system configurations corresponding with considerations 
expressed above are the following:
1- SYSTEM1. The parameters are the following:
*IBM PC/AT with 512 Kb RAM clocked at 8 Mhz including a 30- 
megabyte hard-disk and a high density 5 1/4-inch disk drive. 
The operating system was MS-DOS version 3.20.
The DBMS are the following: 
dBASE II version 2.4 
SENSIBLE SOLUTION version 2.0A. 
dBASE III PLUS version 1.1.

2- SYSTEM2. The parameters are the following:
*Cuban minicomputer CID 300/10 with 28 K word of main memory, 
including a 5-Mbyte Bulgarian mini-disk CM 5400.
The operating system was the FOBOS version 3.0.
The software evaluated are the following: 
dBASE-300 version 1.00 
COBOL-FOBOS version 2.00

*Cuban microcomputer CID 1408 with 48 Kbytes RAM, and two 8 
inch disk drives.
The operating system was CP/M version 2.2.
The software evaluated was dBASE II version 2.4

* 32 bit AT&T microcomputer model 3B2/300 with 1 Mbyte RAM, 30 
Mbyte hard-disk, and two WYSE displays attached to serial
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ports.
The operating system was the UNIX version V.

The DBMS evaluated was dBASE II version 2.4E.

i i) Test data.
The data base used in the tests must be implemented on each o-f 

the candidate systems to be tested and after implementation must 

remain constant over all systems. There are basically, two 

methods for obtaining a test data base: using an already existing 

application data base or developing a synthetic data base.

The traditional method has been the use of real data from an 

application data base but, in our case, this method may produce 

unexpected problems, because the data must be formatted into the 

appropiate form for each system to be tested.

In our tests was used the synthetic data. Synthetic data is 

generated to make up a data base which easily lends itself to 

benchmark testing. The attributes are assigned unique values. For 

example, for a relation with 500 tuples the key attribute may 

take the values 1,2,3,...500.

The main purpose of these attributes is to provide a systematic 

way of modelling a wide range of selectivity factors.

The data base record size was also selected in order to show the 

major application data base features.

The test data base structures are the followings
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FILE 1

Field 1: 6 positions numeric integer (key)

Field 2: 30 characters string

Field T ■ 
a 30 characters string

Field 4: numeric with 3 integer and 2 decimal

Field 5: 10 characters string

FILE 2

Field 1: 6 positions numeric integer (key)

Field 2: 40 characters string

Field 3: 30 characters string

Field 4: 20 characters string

FILE 3

Field 1: h positions numeric integer (key)

Field 2: 40 characters string

Field 3: 30 characters string

Field 4: 9 positions numeric integer

Field 5: 40 characters string

The different types of data were selected in form that they were 

expressed in all the DBMS tested, because there are special data 

types used in some DBMS and in another cannot be used, for

example date field.

It was made several test to obtain the data base size adecuated. 

It is concluded that the test time increase or decrease 

proportionately. The data base size of 500 records was selected
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and it permitted to perform the tests with an appropriated 

machine time.

2.1.3.2. Benchmarks execution.
When the experiment has been -formally defined, the next step is 

to implement the design for each of the candidate systems.

The figures 2.7, 2.B, show the results of the tests by system

conf i gurati ons.

TEST dBASE II SENSIBLE dBASE III PLUS
1 00:13.00 00:14.50 00:15.00
2 00:11.00 00:06.50 00:18.00
3 00:24.00 00:30.30 01:03.50
4 00:17.50 00:55.50 * 00:04.50
5 00:29.00 00:26.50 00:34.00
6 00:56.50 01:08.00 01:19.50
7 05:35.00 01:39.00 04:57.00 ** 

01:34.00***

* Indexing file is included in the creation file operation.

** Without apply the option that relate two files (SET RELATION) 

*** Using SET RELATION.

Figure 2.7. A summary of test results in SYSTEM1 (IBM PC/AT). 

The times are expresed in minutes:seconds.cent.of second.
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TEST ! dBASE II ! 
i 8 bit I

dBASE 300 111
COBOL I

i
dBASE II 
32 bit

1
1 i
1 Olt 35.00 1 1 1 00:50.00

:ii» 00:00:25
I
1! 01:08.00

2
1 1 
1 01:18.00 Ii I 01:10.00

1
ii 01:39.57

i
ii 01:36.00 1

3
i i
! 02:55.00 !1 I 01:50.00

I
ii 00:22.00

i
ii 02:40.00

1

4
i i
1 03:45.00 1I i 01:00.00

iii» 00:20.00
iiii 02:29.00

5 ! 03:45.00 1i i 02:40.00
iiii 01:52:00

i
!1 02:38.00

6
S i
1 07:45.00 ! 05:35.00

1
ii 03:40.00

1
ÍI 05:00.00

7
* i
1 44:10.00 1
1 !

08:20.00
i
i
i

04:30.00
1
1
1

07:40.00

Figure 2.8. A summary of test results in 8-bit microcomputer, 

cuban minicomputer, and 32-bit microcomputer.

2.1.3.3. Benchmark analysis.

The final phase of benchmarking is the analysis of results. 

Evaluation of the data generated during benchmarking must begin 

before the tests have been completed. It provides feedback 

during the testing by suggesting which types of experiments need 

to be repeated in more detail, or should be extended in some way. 

Summarizing the meaningful information from these results and 

discussing them in a report form is a key step in the benchmark 

testing.

The figure 2.7 shows a summary of results executed in SYSTEM1
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(IBM PC/AT). It may observe that in arithmetic, character string 
and -file creation both systems have similar behavior. In the 

index file operation, dBASE II is faster than SENSIBLE but the

last one has the create operation included.
The file management has few differences in time execution, except 
in test with 3 files involved because dBASE II can not operates 

with 3 files simultaneously. Therefore, it concluded that in this 

phase dBASE II and SENSIBLE have similar behavior except in case

of more than 2 files opened.
Besides, the reader may observe, although dBASE III PLUS provides 

more confortable and complex features its behavior is worse

compared with dBASE II and SENSIBLE.
The figure 2.8 shows a summary of results executed in SYSTEM2: 8- 

bit microcomputer, Cuban minicomputer, and 32-bit microcomputer. 

The goal of this test is to show the behavior of dBASE-300. It 

may observed that our implementation has a intermediate behavior 

between 8-bit microcomputer dBASE II and COBOL compiler. Also, 

our implementation is not very slow compared with dBASE II for 

32—bit microcomputer under UNIX.
COBOL compiler is faster than dBASE—300 because it has more 

memory available in the execution phase, and it does not have to 

compile during execution time. This confirm our premise of design 

that contemplate a compiler for dBASE-300 which it- is a 

recommendation of our paper. This is explained in the next
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chapter.
Another interesting result is the comparison between dBASE II in 
IBM PC/AT and dBASE II in AT&T 32-bits microcomputer,

2.1.4 Characteristic of the implementations.
As it has shown above, the objective of our DBMS evaluation is to 
select a system to implement it in our Cuban minicomputer. 
Therefore, it is necessary that our methodology contains a phase 
about the difficulty to implement one or another DBMS.
In this phase the following modules will be analyzed: language,
creation and edition of programs, management of data dictionary, 
and file control system.

i) Language.
The characteristics of implementation of both languages are 
explained below.
dBASE II. This DBMS provides a heavy built-in language. It. has a 
structure formed by the following elements: commands (with their
options), expressions (functions), arid operands (file names, 
fields and memory variables). These elements are possible to find 
mixed between them. For each element it is necessary to make a 
different syntax and semantic analysis. For example, the syntax
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structure of a -function does not have definition and it is 

different from command structure. The name of a function can be a 

letter string followed by the parameters enclosed in parenthesis 

( INT(>:) ). Also, a function can be a single character <

deleted record function).
In the same form, the command structure is not simple because the 

name of a command may be a letter string ( DISPLAY ) or a single 

character ( @ ) .
These features complicate the parser processing. It is necessary 

to build independent syntax processors for each element.

A group of simple items and operators is an expression that can 

be evaluated to form a new simple value. The analysis of an 

expression is complex because it is formed from the following 

components: data base field variables, memory variables,

constants (literals), functions and operators.
Another difficulty for the grammatical processing of language is 

that several commands have some options that specify the scope of 

a command: "scope" means how much does the command cover.

Besides, there are some ambiguity of language that make very 

difficult the implementation. For example: the symbol can be

the record number function or the relation operator of "not equal 

to", therefore the expression x # y can mean " x not equal to y 

" or " x multiply by the record number and multiply by y ".

There is another problem from the implementation point of view:
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dBASE II do not have compiler separated, it works with the 

compilation and execution phase at the same time. This -feature 

obligue to conform one module for compiler and executer.

The language has more than 60 commands each one with options.

All these above show that dBASE II has a very difficult language 

from point of view of implementation.

SENSIBLE. It provides a low level language. The basic elements of 

the language are: labels, commands and operands. These elements

have to appear in a rigid form in the program.

The expressions are simple. It is formed by variables, literals 

and operands. The four operators are +, -, *, and /.

The cycles are based in "IF-GOTO" commands type. There are other 

cbmmands that perform jumps when some condition is setted.

In SENSIBLE the auxiliary variables are storaged in a common file 

and its have the same structure of a real file. Therefore, the 

processing is similar for auxiliary variables and field files. 

The name of fields, of auxiliary variables and labels have the 

same structure; they are formed by up to 15 characters and may 

contain almost any character except for ",", "(", ")", "<", and
II \ II

.** n

SENSIBLE has separated the compiler and the run time system. The 

user has to compile the program before the execution. This 

approach is more easy to implement because each phase manipulates
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all the available memory.

SENSIBLE has no more than 20 different commands.

This system included a separated module for the syntax edition 

of programs. This module performs the 90’/. of syntax checks.

For all the aspects shown above it is concluded that 

implementation of SENSIBLE compiler is not complex.

Finally, it has shown that implementation of dBASE II compiler 

is more complex and requires more main memory than SENSIBLE 

compiler. In figure 2.9 it shows a summary of the features 

analyzed.

Language features implementation dBASE II SENSIBLE

Language evői ved primitive

Type i nterpreter compi1 er

Structure complex simple

Syntax structure no uniform uni form

Expressi on complex simple

Ambiguous yes not

Etranch no simple 
(nested)

simple 
(no nested)

Fi gure 2.9.
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ii) Creation and edition of programs.
The creation and edition of programs are the means included in 
the DBMS to develop programs.
Both systems evaluated provide options to fulfill these«
functions. From implementation point of view both editors have 
similar characteristics: minor full-screen editing of command
files. So far, the editors implementation have similar 
difficulties, but there is some special characteristic for
SENSIBLE editor: it has double function. It has the edition
normal function and also has a parser function. This is an
essential and important difference between SENSIBLE and dBASE II. 
Because the editor promts you for the command and all necessary 
parameters, syntax errors can never happen. The editor will 
reject a reference to a field that has not been defined. 
Therefore the SENSIBLE editor is more complex to implement than 
dBASE II editor because SENSIBLE has to contain procedures for 
the syntax analysis and has included the management of symbol 
table.
This difficulty is compensated by the way that editor works. The 
edition is guided by menus and the syntax analysis is very well 
delimited in each step.
Because of these factors it is concluded that SENSIBLE editor is 
more complex to implement than dBASE II editor.
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iii) Management of data dictionary.
This module includes all the software means necessary to control 

the operations with data dictionary.
The systems evaluated have differences in data dictionary 

structure. dBASE II provides a data dictionary for each relation. 

It does not have general data dictionary and the auxiliary 

variables are not included in the data dictionary. This 

characteristic makes the implementation difficult because it is 

necessary to use two different process to manipulate fields and 

auxiliary variables.
To build a data dictionary for each file makes more easy the 

implementation because it is not necessary to control the other 

files. Besides, the data structure in dBASE II is more simple 

than SENSIBLE and has not included masking for data. 

dBASE II provides means for the manipulation of the data 

dictionary with minor full-screen facilities. Owing to simple 

structure of data dictionary the software associated to these 

screens is not very complex.

SENSIBLE provides a general data dictionary. It is formed by two 

data files: data file master and data field master. The

auxiliary data are included also in one fixed file named MEMORY 

which contains only one record with the fields used by variables. 

The software to handle the dictionary is more complex than dBASE 

II because it has to manipulate both files: data file master and
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data -field master. Besides, its screen is more complex. Then, it 

is concluded that implementation of management of data dictionary 

in SENSIBLE is more complex and uses more memory than dBASE II.

iv) File control system.
The difficulty of programming the file organization and its 

commands are shown in the following paragraphs.

The type of index organization is the same: B+tree /B0ND84/,

therefore, the complication of implementation are similar. Also, 

both systems have structured in similar form: the data and the 

index file. But, dBASE II has a difference. In dBASE II files may 

be organized in sequential and random access; it depends if the 

file is indexed or not. In case of the file is not indexed, the 

file is accessed in the same order that was created, but in this 

case is possible to make function of direct access; for example 

GOTO. Therefore, the organization has to contain two different 

treatments: indexed and not indexed.

Although in SENSIBLE it is not used the index, the organization 

creates an implicit index (record number) and makes only one 

treatement. This approach simplifies the implementation.

The commands that make access to the data files have the 
following features:

a) Both systems have a common set of commands to manage 

files: open-close file, read-write-delete record, goto first-
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last-next record, etc.
b) SENSIBLE provides commands that make linked access file on the 
basis of a common field in automatic form. dBASE II does not have 
these possibilities, then implementation of dBASE II is more easy 
than SENSIBLE because the user has to make the relation between 
files by programming, and in any time there are only two files 
opened in memory. On the contrary, SENSIBLE manipulates all the 
used files and its relations simultaneously.

c) SENSIBLE provides commands for data protection by programming. 
It is possible to lock records, files or all the used files. 
dBASE II does not have these features. The programming of these 
commands requires more software and main memory.
d) dBASE II includes the selective retrieve of data (scope), 
then, it needs more software processing to each command.
e) dBASE II provides a command set not included in SENSIBLE like: 
count the number of records (COUNT), to join two data base 
together to form a third data base whenever some criterion is met 
(JOIN), to rename data base (RENAME), to sum fields of a file 
(SUM), etc.

About the organization of file control system and its commands, 
it is concluded that both systems have similar requirements of 
software.

The figure 2.10 shows a summary of points evaluated.
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Modules evaluated dBASE II SENSIBLE

Language complex. The compiler 
is complex and needs 
many main memory.

simple

Creation/edition prog. not complex
complex. It has 
included a syntax 
analyzer.

Management data diet. simple complex
File control system comp lex complex

Figure 2.10.

Then, some partial conclusions are the following:
- dBASE II provides a more complex language than SENSIBLE. 

SENSIBLE splits the syntax analysis into compiler and edition 
process.

- The other modules have similar requirements (more or less) .
- Owing to the way of work. in SENSIBLE all the modules are 

independent processes, therefore it has all available resources 
to make its jobs. On the contrary, dBASE II has all modules in 
built-in form.

Therefore, although SENSIBLE in several modules requires more 
software than dBASE II, it has more memory available, then it is 
concluded that dBASE II implementation is more complex than 
SENSIBLE implementation.
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2.2 Conclusions about general evaluation.
It is presented a summary of results shown in the above phases in 
order to remark this parameters.

Phase Results

Feature analysis 
Human factors

dBASE II has better results 
dBASE II has better results

Performance Both systems have similar behavior, except 
in case of more than 2 files opened

Characteristic 
of implementation

dEiASE II is more complex to implement

Fig. 2.11. Final results of evaluation.

Before to show the conclution it will explained some important
factors:
1) An important aspect was that in our country dE<ASE II looks 
like a standard system and is well-known, which avoids 
difficulties in the acceptance of our system. The fact to 
implement a DE<MS compatible with dBASE II offers several 
advantages:
-The user has not to learn a different interface.
-It is possible to transfer to the minicomputer the applications 
developed in microcomputers.
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-The user may design the application independently on which

computer it will be executed.

-Connecting the microcomputer with the minicomputer, it is 

possible to design applications allowing distributed -functions. 

For example, to transfer a data base to the minicomputer and to 

execute a REPORT in order to use the minicomputer line-printer. 

—In an environment with mini and microcomputer, the user always 
has a backup system in case of hardware fail.

2) An aspect that has great importance in the conclusion was that 

it was necessary to implement the system with the possibility to 

link it with the rest of software developed up to date. The means 

selected were data files. According with this, the structure and 

organisation of file control of SENSIBLE is very different to the 

COBOL, file control, because SENSIBLE has a general dictionary and 

splits the data file into two files. On the contrary, dBASE II 

file organisation is very close to COE<QL file organisation 

because the data dictionary of each dBASE II file is possible to 

include in COBOL file label.

Finally, it is decided to take dBASE II. as a pattern DBMS because 

it has very good features and our implementation can improve the 
performance allowing more than 2 files opened.
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3. Characteristics of implementation.

In this chapter, it is described the characteristics of the 

major parts of the DBMS called dBASE-300 and for each of them 
the consulted methods and theories will be discussed, as well as 

justification given for the one selected.
At this point the premises for the development of our work should 

be recalled, which evidently influence the characteristics of the 

implemented DBMS. These are the following:

1) Characteristics of the hardware: a very scanty memory

/CID300/, low memory capacity in magnetic disks and single

user configuration (no terminals, only the main console)

/FOBOS/.
2) Characteristics of the basic software used.

3) Professional experience of the designer and the executers.

4) The short time assigned for the completion of this project.

5) Compatibility with previously developed software.

During the development of the compiler the fact was bore in mind 

that the selected system should be highly interactive and 

therefore processing of its language had to be processed in 

interpreter fashion, that is, the language processor is made up 

by an object code generator (compiler) and an object code 

interpreter (run-time system) /SRIES71/.

A monitor was designed in order to construct a command line, 

depending on whether input is given through the console or it is
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a command file, leaving the corresponding characters in a buffer 

(command buffer). This monitor transfers control to the 

corresponding phase, depending on whether the process is 

compiling or execution.
Also, this monitor takes care of errors in the compiling phase 

and of their recovery.
The result of the compiling phase is, if the line is 

syntactically correct, an object code corresponding to the 

transaction. This code is then transferred to the executor 

module, which interprets and carries out the transaction 

according to the object code found.
Even though it has, in general, been implemented so that the 

command lines have to be processed one after another, in the 

compiling phase and then passed on to the execution phase, the 

design contemplates the option that complete compilation of a 

source program may take place so that an object program is 

obtained and it may be executed some other time. However, this 

translation might be incomplete, since there are options in the 

commands such as macrodefinition and command TEST which require 

compilation at time of execution /DBASE83/; but, taking into, 

account the frequency in the use of these commands in a prograd), 

the use of a mixed code (part object code and part source code), 

the system's efficiency would be increased by 90% of a program's 

transaction since in most cases the translation would produce
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object code only.

The basic structure of our DBMS is the following:

! Operating System

i Module interface with O.S. and ! 
i control of main memory !

Monitor of DBMS

Compi1 er

Parser ! i Commands/Functions!

run-time system

I Symbol Table !----i Control of data !
--------- -------- j Dictionary !

File control 
System

All these modules were designed according to our hardware 

characteristics. The following sections are in correspondence 

with the modules shown above.

In the first section it is shown the characteristics of the 

current Operating System and its possible adaptation to our 

conditions and a study to determine whether it provides the
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necessary requirements to develop a DBMS, and it is also shown an 

original design for small configurations of a multitask monitor 

with time-sharing characteristies.

The second section shows the different variants to make the 

distribution of the system in overlay regions based in an study 

about the use frequency of the commands and an algorithm created 

to make the distribution. Also it is explained a suggestion in 

order to increase the available main memory.

In another part, it is explained the current technics about 

dynamic storage allocation and it is shown the adaptation of the 

selected method in our environment and its connection with the 

other modules of the system.

The next section explains the main interesting parts of our 

compiler. An automata Generator System was used in the syntactic 

analysis. Because of low memory capacity and the complexity of 

the grammar it was necessary to accomplish several variants which 

are detailed. It is shown an original method of automata 

implementation of complex grammars on configurations of low 
memory capacity.

The actual methods of symbol table handling are exposed and the 

selected methods are theoretical 1y and practically discussed.

The last section shows the main characteristics of the generated 

Object Code and the File Control System. It is discussed how was 

resolved the selective retrieval of the information present in
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those commands which manipulate data base.

In the topic of File Control System it is explained the file 

management, basic function and the indexing treatment based in 

the B+ tree technique.

3.1 Operating System.
In this section it is maked an analysis about the main elements 

that an Operating System (OS) must include in order to satisfy 

the implementation requirements of a DBMS. This analysis is 

interesting because the implementation of a DBMS for small 

configurations has not been studied in detail in any consulted 

papers. It is shown the characteristics of the current OS and it 

possible adaptation in our conditions. Moreover, it is shown an 

original design (for small configurations) of a multitask monitor 

with time-sharing characteristics.

The base OS used is the FOBOS which is compatible with System 

RT-11 of DEC. This is a very simple system, oriented towards 

real-time applications /FOBOS/. It has two monitors: one of a

single user and another of foreground/background. The single user 

monitor occupies 4k bytes while the foreground/background one 

takes 9k.

From an evaluation of both monitors it was concluded that 

although coupling the system in a foreground/background regime 

looked attractive as our DBMS is highly interactive (which allows
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time enough -for another task execution) the memory requirements 

precluded this option. It was thus decided to work with the 

single user mani t or.

The OS was submitted to a thorough study to determine whether it 

provided the necessary requirements to develop DBMS. The 

characteristics suggested by Stonebraker /STONES1/ were analyzed 

and those which, according to our requirements were to be 

implemented, were selected. These characteristics ares

3.1.1 Management of buffers.

This topic deals generally with methods of managing buffers for 

systems with memory cache /MATSÜ70/. The CID 300 does not provide 

this service. Access to files is direct and very simple and so 

the system's overhead is minimal. Also, free memory space is 

small and therefore it cannot be used the solution of including a 

buffer pool in user area, as is done, for instance, by INGRES 

/ST0NES0/ and System R /BLASG79/. If improvements mentioned in 

this chapter should be carried out for reducing the amount. of 

memory used by the DBMS, a buffer pool could be implemented in 

which a "toss immediately" strategy of replacement would have to 

be used since in dE<ASE-300 transactions are made on a file at 

r andom w i t h out again being referenced i n t h e n ear fut ure 

(generally) or in sequential access to blocks that shall not be 
referenced again„
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Regarding a file's block prefetch, the FOBOS does not contemplate 

any means for establishing prefetch strategy in automatic form. 

In dBASE-300, this strategy may be implemented in case of 

sequential treatment if a buffer poll, as referred to above, is 

avai1able.

3.1.2 Crash recovery.
A very important service, not included in the selected DBMS is 

the crash recovery. Absence of this possibility is partially 

accounted for by the simplicity and easy use of the system, and 

also by the scanty possibilities of the hardware.

We will now examine the recovery techniques proposed by

Verhofstad /VERH078/ and their possible implementation in our 

system.
i) Salvation programs: A salvation program in a database system

is used after a crash to restore the database to some consistent 

state. The salvation program tries to restore the state of the 

database as it was before or at the time of the failure. A 

salvation program scans through the data structures and tries to 

reconstruct the database or restore consistency, possibly at the 

cost of deleting some files or data.

In our DBMS, this might be a utility program that reviews the 

data files, verifying and if necessary restablishing the lost
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links in a base's structure and its implementation can be 

performed without great difficulties and without introducing 

changes into the system, 

i i ) I n cr einen t a 1 d ump i ng.
Under this technique, updated files are copied in an auxiliary 

storage (generally tapes). This is normally done when a job has 

been completed but may be performed at regular time intervals, as 

well, thus establishing checkpoints. After a crash has occurred 

the incremental dump tapes can be used to bring all the files to 

their previous consistent state, so that jobs completed before 

the crash will not be lost.

In our system, copy is made on completion of the job and this is 

a necessity because disk capacity is very small. Unless the user 

makes an updated copy of his data he may lose them when the next 

task is executed.

When files are copied at time intervals the more convenient 
variant for implementation would be if special caovrands 

instructed making a copy and restabl i shi ng the system from t ha

last checkpoint similarly to clause RERUN Of COBOL /GOBOLfd/, 

i i i) Audi t trui ) .

An audit trai1 records the sequence of actions performed on a 
•file. The audit trail filce contains information on time and date 

when each operation has occurred, its effects, and the name of 

the program that performed it. From an implementation point of
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view, the File Control System can make these recordings because 

at time an operation is carried out, all necessary data are at 

hand. The shortcoming of this technique in our case is the small 

disk capacity — it necessitates to keep a file permanently open. 

Also, the overhead would be excessive.

iv) Differential files.

This scheme keeps in a main file the original one without any 

changes. In another file (differential file) all desired changes 

are stored. The two files are merged regularly, thus updating the 

original file. Data which are not found in the differential file 

are to be looked up in the main file.

From the implementation point of view, this technique can be 

developed provided changes are made in the design of the File 

Control System — for every one file, two files would have to be 

dealt with. The setback in this connection is an increase of 

memory used for each task and extra time of access to files. 
Therefore, this scheme is unfeasible in our system.

v) Backup and current versions.

This scheme involves having several versions of a file so that a 

file may be retrieved which has sustained a crash, returning it 

to a previous state. This technique has been established by 

practical experience of users of our system.

vi) Multiple copies.

In this method, an odd number of updated copies is maintained
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simultaneously. All -files should be identical and if an 

inconsistency is found it can be corrected by checking up all 

copi es.
As in the case with the previous method (differential files) this 

one cannot be practically implemented for lack of central and 

auxiliary memory. The overhead imposed on the system is also an 

added burden,

vii) Careful replacement.
The purpose of this technique is to obviate updating of the data

structures directly in the file. The altered parts are put down

in a copy of the original. Updating is done after verifying its
f-validity and then its copy is eliminated. That is, unlike other 

methods, the copy exists only at the time of updating.

This scheme can be implemented by making small changes in the 

design as it is necessary only to place the record and its links 

in an auxiliary file and when completing recording, to do so by 

copying from the auxiliary file. In the event of a crash during 

updating the file can be retrieved, updating being completed from 

the copy file. The main snag is that an auxiliary file must be 

available for each file in use, which increases the need for 

central memory because of additional buffer areas.

Summing up, on the several variants studied it can states that 

Salvation Program technique is the more feasible to implement in 

our system under the present conditions. If suggestions are
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developed in order to increase the main memory available to the 

system the "Caretul Replacement" scheme may be implemented

without making many changes.

3.1.3 The -file system.
The tile system provided by FOBOS supports tiles with tixed 

length unlike, tor instance, UNIX, which provides tiles ot 

dynamically variable length /UNIX/. Also, a unit ot treatment

consists ot a subset ot the tile's characters tixed to blocks ot

512 bytes, unlike systems ot the RMS—11 type /RMS—11/ which

enable direct access to the record according to its keys in order 

to be detined, tilled up, updated, and maintained on direct 

access storage devices.
The FOBOS provides elementary, but quite etticient primitives tor 

tile management and theretore the overhead is minimal, although 

this made it necessary to design a tile system ot its own tor 

dBASE-300, which, considering its importance, it shall explain in 

detail turther on.

3.1.4 Scheduling and process management.

Our design contemplated the organisation ot a Multiuser Data Base 

System. The design includes a process scheduler or dispatcher 

that controls task concurrence by using the server model. As will 

be seen below, the server model, unlike the process-per-user
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approach, is more adaptable to our conditions.

Process-per-user or shared scheduler: each concurrent database

user runs in a separate process; the nucleus and scheduler are 

then potentially contained in the address space of all processes 

and execute within any process.

Server model or master scheduler: this second method centralize

the scheduler and to allocate one run-time database process which 

acts as a server. All concurrent users send messages to this 

server with requests.
In the area of each task's object code a table is added which 

contains:
IDENTIFICATION: contains the task name and number of the

associated terminal.

STATUS: Informs at all times on the task's status. There are two

of them:

- ready: task in memory and ready to receive the control

for its execution.

- blocked: task awaiting data input through the terminal

(commands INPUT, SET, ACCEPT, etc.) or task 

which because of lack of memory is put in 

suspense and stored in magnetic disk 

(sleeping task).

We consider blocking of a task. only by these two 

previous causes for the following reasons:
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generalizing the waiting -for other input/output media

PRIORITY

MEMORY:

FILES:

QUANTUM:

involves an effort in programming and in memory.

. the only equipment to which this status could be 

considered would be the magnetic disk since the printer 

output will always be treated by the spooling techniques 

/D0N0V72/ in our design and waiting time -for reading or 

writing o-f a block in disk is not practical because o-f 

the overhead involved by blocking and unblocking task.

: indicates whether the task has priority or not. For the

sake o-f simplification it has not contemplated several 

priorities, which would force us to maintain several 

task lists by priorities.

word which is pointing at the head of a linked list of 

data blocks associated with the task; meaning that by 

means of this pointer the whole memory associated to 

each task may be perused.

this is a word which is pointing at a table associated to 

each task, bound by means of a double linked list, which 

contains the addresses of each open file's parameters, 

viz: file name, equipment, number of accessed record,

etc. This table is described in detail in the description 

of the File Management System, 

here is place what is classically used as the time slice 

in which a task is executed without suspension.
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In our design this time concept /SHAW74/ was changed to 

amount of transactions carried out with the following 

advantages:
. It is very easy to know the number of transactions 

because whenever one is ended, the monitor takes over- 

control and decreases the QUANTUM, If it differs from 

zero, execution of the task keeps going; if it is 

zero, control is delivered to the Dispatcher and the 

Dispatcher decides to which task should be given the 

control .
, The problems of critical section are reduced as 

transactions are never interrupted, therefore access 

to file sharing causes no deadlock problem /HANSE73/.

, Tasks are always interrupted in stable-state and this 

reduces overhead on prevention of system consistency 

problems /BERNS81/.

The dispatcher reviews the installed terminals which are awaiting 

commands and on finding a complete line it analyses it, and in 

case the command is "load task" it goes ahead with the loading, 

thus creating the above table.

Each process that requests memory updates the list headed by 
MEMORY,

The Dispatcher has a table of terminals which informs it, for
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each installed terminal, whether it is a wa i t i ng commands f r om th e

Dispatcher (attached) or is being governed by the execution 

task,

T a b 1 e o f b 1 o c k e d 
o r s 1 e e p e d t a s k

DISPATCHER

_Termi nal_
i a s k _s t  a t u s
Termi nal

\

T Task

IDENTIFICATION
___STATUS____
__PRIORITY____
___MEMORY____

FILES_____
__ QUANTUM____

of a
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The Dispatcher accepts two commands! the command "load task" and 

a second command that informs the user on the state of the 

system: tasks being executed, memory available, free terminals,

Whilst tasks are in the process of be?ing installed, tables and 

lists are set up which enable accomplishing a Round—Robin 

S c h e d u 1 i n g w i t h s t a t i c p r i o r i t :i. e s / S3 H A W 7 4 / „

If memory comes to an end, the task requesting memory is sleeped, 

its memory freed, it. is written on the list of tasks sleeped 

because of lack of memory and is stored in magnetic disk to be 

continued later on. Before to decide that the task requesting 

m e mo r y i s s1eep ed the f oliow i n g algorit h m is ap p1i ed i n or der t o 

find the enough memory for the tasks

a) If there are tasks awaiting data input from terminal, it. is 

decided which one, or ones, release the memory request. If such 

task are found to exist, they are sleeped and the memory is 

d e 1 i v e r e d t o t. h e r e q u e s t i n g t. a s k „

b> If no task is awaiting terminal data input, it is determined 

w h e t h e r o r n o t. t. h e r e q u e s t i n g t a s k h a s p r i o r i t y „

If the requesting task has no priority, it become sleeped.

If the requesting task has priority the non priority task will be 

blocked in order to satisfy the memory request. In other case, 
t h e r e qu es t. i n g tas k i s s 1 eep e d .
The figure summarizes the possible status changes and the
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operations causing these changes

Request
i_Task running__!

■. Suspend (quart tum=0)

Sati sf i ed 
request

No memory

No

Di spatcherI
_Ready_l.

Active -for

_Ready_2_
round-robin

There are blocked 
task?

Release

Blocked
\

Yes \

There are task with 
no_pr iori ty_condi ti on?.

No

Yes

\
-!_SIeepe_thi s_task_!I(

Repeat the requestII _
: a :

This approach simplifies organization of the dispatcher by 

restricting resources to be distributed to: the processor (DBMS) 

and the system's central memory. This is an apt model for the 

solution of the multitasking problem of our system CID 300/10. 

Even though in dBASE-300 the dispatcher has not been implemented 

as yet, a similar model was tested with COBOL tasks and the
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results were satisfactory.
Further to the above features, the primitives for accessing 

procedures were studied and they were completed for line-printer 

output; in the case of display management new primitives were 

designed which enable full-screen operations of the system. The 

basic procedure of the FÜBOS system to control the character 

output was complemented by checking the SET FORMAT TO 

PRINT/8CREEN and SET CONSOLE ON/OFF associated with character 
output and the recovery due to failure of the output equipment 

having been improved. For managing the display, full-screen 

procedures were implemented to erase the screen and to place the 

cursor on any X,Y point of the display.

3.2 Distribution of the main memory.

In this section it is shown two main topics of our DBMS: the

distribution of the system in main memory and the Dynamic Storage 

Allocation Module.

In the first theme, it is explained the different variants in 

order to make the distribution of the system in overlay regions 

and the study about the frequency of use of the commands and the 

algorithm used to make the distribution. Both technics are 

originals and they haven't been found in the consulted 

bibliography. Also it is explained a suggestion in order to 

increase the main memory available to the system.
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In the second theme, it is explained the current technics about 

dynamic storage allocation and it is shown the adaptation of the 

selected method in ours environment and it connection with the 

other modules o-f the system.

3.2.1 Location system in main memory.

Owing to its complexity, the whole system cannot, be located in 

the main memory. Therefore, the overlay technique had to be 

app1i ed„

For the distribution of functions in the overlay regions, account 

was taken of the frequency of use of the commands. In this 

connection a statistical investigation was made on 4 major- 

application systems performed in dBASE II.

i) System to control components of a hardware:

N u m b e r o f p r o g r a m s : 2 3 „

Total number of commands 1052«

ii) System to control resolutions emanated for governing boards 

i n e n t e r p r i s e s

Number of programs: 40.

Total number of commands: 2572.

iii) System to control documents handled by enterprises:

Number of programs; 47.

Total number of commands: 6320.

iv) System for aid to medical care applications:
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Number of programs: 39 „
Total number of c o m m a n d s n 1546 „
The total number of programs in t h e 4 s y s t e m s i. s s 14 9.
The total number of commands in t h e 4 s y s t e m s. is: 11490

It should be noted t. h a t t h e s e a p p 1 i c. a t i o n s h a v e b e & n sei acted
from widel y c! i f f er in q fi e1d s , whi c h enab 1 es us to draw gen er a1
cone1usi ons...

From the total set o f c o m m a n d s i t w a s s h o w n that the per cent of
use of the p r i n c i p a 1 commands behaves as follows:
USE/CLOSE 4.03% DG/ENDDQ 7.06% I F  / E NDIF ■? ■> Ö /n
SAY/GET IS.15% GOTO/SKIP 12. 117. DELE TE 0.45%
STORE 18.51% REPLACE 12.35% REPO RT 0. 19%
DEL.FILE 0.30% SAVE/RESTORE 1.45% L0CA TE 8. 15%
ACCEPT 1.03% INPUT 0.19% WA IT 0.26%
SET 1.50% JOIN 0.11% RENAME 0. 11 %
Index.Comm. 2. 25% TOTAL 0.0% UPDATE 0.07.
SORT 0. 0%
There are not. included others commands that have only use in 
main t a i n i n g an d c reati on of th e b ases„
A particular algorithm was designed to perform the distribution 
of the main memory based in the per cent of use of commands and 
i t s re qu ir emen t of memor y. Th e a1g or i t hm depends af on e 
para m e t er: t h e n u mb e r o f o v e r 1 a y re g i o n s. F r o m t hi s p a r a m e ter i t
selects the more used commands and makes main segment. in each
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overlay region (head segment). In the next step, the memory 

defined by the head segments it is completed. Therefore, all 

overlay region has one j such as:

Segment (j >7. > Segment <i) 7. for all i O j

where H.
Segment (k)’/. = 2. CiV. .and Ci = command or function

included in the segment

Also, the algorithm try to meet joined the modules with 0.07. of 

use (interactive commands or commands with low use) to increase 

the probability that a command with per cent greater than zero 

will be in main memory when it will be used. Owing to its 

relation, some commands or functions need to be joined in the 

same segment. From the algorithm, these commands or functions are 

only one with the sum of their particular per cents and 

requirements of main memory.

The overlay regions selected are the following:

F<oot segment (13.2 k)

Over1 ay regi on 1 (2.5-k)

Overl a y  regi on (1.4 k)

Overlay region 3 ( 5 k )

Overlay region 4 (0.5 k>
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a) Root segment: contains the system's internal variables, the
general subroutines, the monitor. syntax analyzers, semantic 
subroutines, the module for generating object code, a module for 
processing arithmetical-logical expressions, etc.

b) Overlay region 1: this region is formed by the following
overlay segments:
bl) Table of syntax analyzers.
b2) Processors for the commands JOIN, DELETE FILE, RENAME, 

DISPLAY FILES, COPY STRUCTURE. SAVE and RESTORE. 
b3) Processors for the commands TOTAL, UPDATE, SORT. 
b4) Processors for the commands MODIFY COMMAND, MODIFY STRUCTURE, 

and DISPLAY STATUS.
b5) Subroutines for the management of file indexes. 
b6) A procedure for the management of errors.
In this overlay region it is accomplish the following:

(bl segment)% = 86.4 based on the frequency of use of the 
commands that need be compiled with the syntax analyzer. 

(b2 segment)% = (JOIN)* + (DELETE-FILE)* + (RENAME)* + 
(DISPLAY-FILES)* + (COPY-STRU)* + (SAVE)* + (RESTORE)*
but DISPLAY-FILE. COPY STRUCTURE as well as MODIFY COMMAND, 
EDIT, etc. are commands useful in interactive process; that 
is the reason because they have 0* in our account for the 
small overhead introduce in the system.

Then
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(b2 segment)^ - 0.11 + 0.30 + 0.11 + 1.45
(b2 segment)% = 1.97
In the same form It obtains:
(b3 segment)^ - 0.0 
(b4 segment)% = 0.0 
(b5 segment)% = 2.25 
(b6 segment)^ = 0.0

c) Overlay region 2: this region contains the following overlay
segments:
cl) File Control System routines in charge of base opening and 

closing procedures as well as procedures of input/output canal 
al location.

c2) File Control System routines in charge of record read/write 
procedures.

In this region, processes not performed simultaneously have been 
located in separated segments: to open and close a file and 
read/write on the file. In this region the more frequency of use 
is determinate by the read/write module since generally a base is 
opened and close once in the program.

d) Overlay region 3: this region contains the following overlay
segments:
dl) Processors for commands USE, DO, IF, LOCATE, SAY and GET. 
d2) Processors for commands CREATE, APPEND, EDIT, and DISPLAY. 
d3) Processors for commands COUNT, ACCEPT, INPUT, SUM, WAIT,
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and SET.

d4) Processors -for commands REPORT. 

d5> Buffer of command SORT.

This region was designed according to the frequencies of use, 

so that commands USE, DO, IF, LOCATE and SAY/GET should remain 

in the main memory as far as possible since they are the more 

frequently' used in this region.

e) Overlay region 4s this region is made up of two overlay 

segmentss

el) Processors for commands STORE and REPLACE. 

e2) Processor for command HELP.

From the region the segment, corresponding to commands STORE and 

REPLACE, which have a very high frequency rate, is practically 

maintained in memory„

Finally, it's possible to make an evaluation in time about the 

overhead invested for the use of overlay technics.

In this approach it is supposed that one program execute in 1007. 

of time with all the system in main memory (without overlay 

technics) i.e. the comparison unit will be the execution time of 

a program with all the system in main memory.

As regards in the overlay distributions it is obtained the
foilowin g conclusions:

i ) In the overlay region 1 the overhead is about 4.227.

i i ) I n the overlay region 2 the overhead is about 4.037.
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per cent due to the use of subroutines of USE/CLOSE commands)

In the over 1 ay region 3 the overhead is about. 3. 177.

In the over1 ay region 4 the overhead is nu1e »

In brief, it is concluded that overhead for the use of overlay 

technics, in the worst case (because is not considered the case 

that one segment of overlay is already in main memory when it's 

solicited) is calculated by the following formula:

Overhead = 4.227. + 4.037 + 3.177.

Then, the total overhead introduced with this overlay 

distribution is about 11.427. .

As regards above distribution the following comment can be made: 

Overlay region 3 has a length of 5 k, determined by the longest 

segment, this is the set of buffers needed by command SORT for 

its operation. According to the results of the investigation on 

frequency of use of the commands and extending this investigation 

to other general applications, the author suggest that a way to 

gain memory would be removing command SORT from our system and 

make it a utility program. By this removal, the overlay region 3 

is reduced by nearly 507., in this case brought about by the 

processor for command REPORT. With this, about 2.3 k would be 

gained which could be used to enhance efficiency of the system.
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3.2.2. Dynamic Storage Allocation Module.

Because o-f the characteristics of the work of the dispatcher 

proposed for dBASE-300, it was necessary to develop a dynamic 

storage allocation module since the FOBOS operating system does 

not supply this kind of feature.

The dispatcher of dBASE-300 must handle, at a given moment, 

memory areas for the loading of tasks to be executed. These areas 

are not always of the same length and once the execution is 

finished, they are not needed any more. By the same token, the 

File Control System requires memory for buffer areas and memory 

■for record areas in order to accomplish its work with the files, 

and again this memory is necessary only when the file is opened 

and is no longer necessary after that the file was closed. 

Also, the length of the record area is not a fixed one, it being 

dependent on the record length itself.

From the above analysis, the necessity ensues of a module that 

will manage the memory in a dynamic way.

For this purpose the following methods were studied and evaluated 

•for possible selection: first-fit, best-fit, boundary tags, and

buddy system /KNUTH73/.

After considering the best-fit method, it has arrived at the 

conclusion that it is rather slow since it requires a long 

search, and our main objection is that it tends to .increase the
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fragmentation phenomena — meaning that best-fit. increases the 

number of small size blocks, which is not desirable since this 

decreases the possibility of fulfilling memory requests of larger 

sizes.
On the other hand, boundary tags requires extra storage for TAG 

fields on both sides of the block and for double linking and in 

fact it only improves the process of block liberation.

The buddy system also requires more storage to maintain the 

structure of separate lists of power 2 size blocks available. 

Besides, it always allocates power 2 size blocks and then there 

is not really requested memory allocated, which is not convenient 

in our case because of the restricted capacity of main memory 

avai1able.

So, the method that was chosen and implemented was first-fit, 

with the improvement of going through the list always from the 

last block allocated in order to avoid fragmentation at the 

beginning of the list of available blocks. Also to avoid 

fragmentation and save time, a block is allocated when the 

difference between the size requested and the size of that block 

is less than 10 as suggested in /KNUTH73/»

Block liberation is done by checking whether it is possible to 

merge the liberated block with the adjacent blocks, if they are 

available. And, finally, a process of memory compacting was added 

to be used when all available blocks together could fulfill the
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memory request.
In practice, it is verified the "fifty per cent rule" proven in 

/KNUTH73/, which asserts that "the average number of available 

blocks tends to approximate l/2(pN) where N is the number of 

reserved blocks in the system on an equilibrium condition and p 

is the probability of the difference between the available and 

requested amounts of memory, this difference being not equal to 

zero (or greater than a constant and predetermined value)"»

The behavior of the algorithm is also excellent as to the number 

of inspections of available blocks.

3.3 L a r i g u a g e c o m p i 1 e r .

Our DBMS dBASE-300 includes a common language to describe and to 

manage the data. The language is compatible with the Assembly 

Language Relational Database Management System dBASE II.

It is explained the method of processing the language as well as 

the organisation of the tables of symbols. An Automata Generator 

System was used in the syntactic analysis. This system allows to 

perform the syntactic analysis in a easier way.

Because of low memory capacity and the complexity of the grammar 

it was necessary to accomplish several variants which are 

detailed. The selected method is formalized. All of these is 

performed based on different applications of automata theory- and 

the result is an original method of automata implementation of
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complex grammars on configurations of low memory capacity.
The actual methods of symbol table handling are exposed and the 
selected methods are theoretically and practically discussed.
In this paper it does not go into details of the compiler
technique: scanner and the semantic analyzer since these follow a 
classic structure. Object code generation will be discussed in 
the section dealing with the run-time system.

3.3.1. Syntax analysis.

In programming or writing compilers three problems must be
solved: syntax analysis, lexicological analysis, and code
generation or semantic management.
At the present level of development of the theory of languages
and compilers, it is almost an established principle that from
the three problems mentioned above only the third one requires a 
heavy treatment by the writers of compilers, i.e. the lexicon, 
and especially the syntax, should be a frame only for semantic 
management. The writer of compilers should find a syntactical 
method flexible enough to enable adequate semantic management.
In order to achieve the automation of syntax analyzers, a wide 
variety of syntax analyzer generators have been developed from 
the description of a language grammar described in Backus's 
Normal Form /BACKU59/, or in some other similar manner to provide
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the compiler writer with the syntax analyzer (parser).
The methods of syntax analysis can be divided into two larg 
groups: the ascending ones which build the syntax tree of 
recognition from the chain been analyzed up to the generation's 
syntax auxiliary, and the descending ones which, starting from 
the generation's syntax auxiliary, work down to the text to be 
recognized.
Within the recognisers of the ascending type, techniques of 
precedence have been successful, and also that defined by Knuth 
in 1965 /KNUTH65/, the LR technique, which has been widely 
accepted for theoretical and practical studies. From this, the 
techniques SLR and LALR, defined by De Remer /DEREM71/ in the 
late sixties, have been derived.
With particular reference to LALR(l) techniques, a syntax
analyzer generator was implemented in 1971 starting from LALR(l) 
grammars, that is, grammars to which the LALR(l) technique is 
applicable, thus demonstrating the feasibility of generating 
analyzers of this type /LAL0N71/.
In 1972, a Syntax Analyzer Generator (SAG) similar to the former 
was built at the Centro de Investigacion Digital /MUNIZ76/, from 
which tables were generated which enabled syntax analysis of 
ALGOL 60 and COBOL compilers for the CID 201-B minicomputer, the 
effectiveness of this method of analysis having been demonstrated 
in both.
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The method of analysis LALR(1) in the form of a program guided by 

tables has the required flexibility as mentioned above. It 

possesses qualities which render it effective as a base for a 

SAG, among which are the following:

- Determinism in the analysis.

- Easy interaction with lexicologic and semantic management.

- Instantaneous detection of errors.

- Generality, in the sense that the class of LALR(1) grammars is 

wi de.

- Easy alteration of language syntax.

- Easy recovery of syntax errors.

- Valuable parameters with respect to memory required and speed 

of analysis.

The method of analysis with LALR(1) grammars should be regarded 

as the programming of a deterministic pushdown automata that 

performs the syntax analysis by making adequated changes in its 

states.
The types of states present in this automata are threes 

applications, read, and look-ahead states. For each rule or 

production in the grammar there is a state of application, these 

states being the suitable ones to interact with the semantic 

management of the compilation process, The action that takes 

place in these may be resumed, from a properly syntactical 

viewpoint, into two tasks:
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- Reducing or increasing the analyzer stack according to the 
number of symbols present on the right portion of the rule which 
produced it.
- Comparing the top of the stack with the first component of a 
set of associated pairs and coming up to the state indicated by 
the second component of the corresponding pair.
The reading states' function is to read the chain of which 
analysis is desired as to whether or not it belongs to the 
language. The syntactical action associated with them is one of 
reading the symbol and comparing it with one or more that can 
occur in the state. coming up to the corresponding destination 
of the matched symbol. If the symbol being read is not among 
those legal in that state, a syntax error is detected.
The look-ahead states have their origin in the automata's need to 
look at a symbol in the chain (that is, the head) in order to 
determine which one is to be the next state that will enable 
proper continuation of the analysis. The associated syntactical 
action is to ascertain in what branch the looked symbol is 
located and come up to the corresponding destination. If the 
symbol is not found in any of the branches then a syntax error is 
detected.
These two states are the ones which interact with the lexicologic 
analyzer in the compilation process. In conceiving the look
ahead states, it should always be remembered that these states do
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not read but only look at the symbol.
The method of analysis operates with a stack into which the 
reading states are pushed as they are consulted. the necessary 
history being maintained in the stack that enables continuation 
of syntax analysis.
Our experience with the use of the SAG of CID 201-B began with 
the COBOL compiler written for the CID 201-B, with which the 
grammar corresponding to PROCEDURE DIVISION was processed. At 
that time the tables resulting from SAG was a listing that had to 
be manually loaded and optimized. Notwithstanding this 
difficulty, the use of this technology increased the efficiency 
of the System and the speed of its setting. We will not go 
further into this application because the current version of SAG 
is an improvement by which, besides the listing with all the 
states, terminals, non terminals, etc., a paper tape is obtained 
containing the tables already coded and optimized.
In the case of the COBOL compiler for the CID 300/10 it is 
decided to use this method for the syntax analysis of the whole 
language.
Starting from the syntax of the COBOL sentences, the grammar for 
the language was designed. However, due to the structure of the 
compiler, which owing to memory capacity problems is divided into 
overlay regions, the language's grammar was divided into three 
Parts: one for compiling IDENTIFICATION DIVISION and ENVIRONMENT
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DIVISION, one for compiling DATA DIVISION. and another one for 
PROCEDURE DIVISION. With each of these parts the SAG was used to 
obtain the tables and thus the corresponding parser.
The procedure followed is simple: the compiler has an initial 
state to detected the symbol IDENTIFICATION. then it delivers 
control to the parser of the first two divisions, which finishes 
upon detecting the terminal symbol DATA. Next the parser of 
DATA DIVISION is loaded and given control, which ends when symbol 
PROCEDURE is detected, thus loading and delivering control to the 
parser of this division, which finishes when end of compilation 
is detected.
The grammar of PROCEDURE DIVISION has a special characteristic in 
so far as it was necessary to divide the parser into two parts 
owing to memory capacity problems with CID 201-B when this 
grammar was processed (it has the highest number of rules and is 
the more complex due to recursiveness). So there exists two 
grammars named "PROCEDURE P" and "PROCEDURE S". with which the 
syntax analysis of COBOL instructions is performed.
There were grouped in the "PROCEDURE P" grammar, the conditional 
sentences of COBOL and all grammatic rules presenting 
recursiveness while in the "PROCEDURE S" grammar the imperative 
sentences of the language were placed.
The main problem with this approach was the way in which the 
change from one table to another was to be carried out (in the
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same memory area) so that it should be transparent to the 
compiler. The following is a description of the solution adopted. 
Parser "PROCEDURE P" was the first to receive control, as has 
been explained. upon detection of the word PROCEDURE. For this 
analyzer, imperative sentences of the language such as ACCEPT, 
DISPLAY, etc., are terminals. This enables one state alone of 
"multiple reading" generated by the analyzer to detect the type 
of instruction being managed. If it was a conditional 
instruction, its analysis can be done within the analyzer 
"PROCEDURE P".
In case of an imperative instruction, when the word identifying 
the instruction is detected (it appears as a terminal), control 
is given to a special procedure (it appears in the compiler as 
one more semantic subroutine) that substitutes in the compiler 
the parameters of the tables generated by "PROCEDURE P" grammar 
by those of "PROCEDURE S", adequately placing certain indicators 
within the compiler, and continuing the processing by analyzer 
"PROCEDURE S". When the end of the instruction is detected, 
control is given to another special procedure (it appears in the 
compiler as a semantic subroutine) that carries out the process 
in reverse order, and processing then continues by analyzer 
"PROCEDURE P".
It is to be noted that the side effect of this solution is a 
reduction in the speed of compilation, since the grammar tables
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have to be exchanged when an imperative instruction appears in 
the source program.
In this manner it was able to apply the SAG in the COBOL compiler 
for CID 300/10 and solve the problems.
With the experience obtained in applying the SAG extensive, 
complex grammars, it is tackled the design of the compiler of the 
dBASE-300 language, having in mind to process its grammar in 
automated form. A grammar was designed that included all 
sentences in the language. This first grammar, however, could not 
entirely be processed by SAG. At this point it is shown the 
deficiencies and shortcomings of SAG so that the final decision 
adopted be understood.
The Syntax Analyser Generator (SAG) written for the minicomputer 
CID 201-B with 32 K words of central memory (like PDP-8), behaves 
like an independent program, that is, it operates with no 
Operating System. Due to memory restrictions, it was not possible 
to go deep into the diagnosis of errors; both the syntax errors 
of grammar (due to ambiguity of common errors in punching) and 
the error of exceeded capacity causes the program to stop 
execution without issuing any specific error message, so the 
user must go into an analysis of its whole grammar and find with 
a pragmatic approach of "trial and error" a solution of the 
problem. This is a slow, tedious process in which the grammar 
must be rewritten again and again, and executed by SAG.
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This process took, in general, more time than foreseen and it has 
to make a decision to obtain our parser through the automated 
method (produced by SAG) and the ad hoc method.
To achieve this end it is gradually reduced the initial grammar 
and finally obtained a grammar that can successfully be executed 
by SAG, the generated tables are loaded and the rest of the 
sentences are processed by the ad hoc method. To accomplish this 
it was necessary to alter both the scanner and the parser so 
that it contemplated the work with the two methods. Every command 
of the dBASE-300 language is processed by SAG except those that 
are simple (formed by terminal symbols only) and the arithmetic 
expressions which upon the parser detecting terminal symbols with 
which an arithmetic expression can be started, gives control to a 
module called "arithmetic scanner" that processes the expression 
by ad hoc method. When detecting a symbol not belonging to the 
expression the "arithmetic scanner" returns control to the parser 
delivering the read symbol as not read so as not to affect the 
syntactic analysis.
The use of a Syntax Analyzer Generator allows to increase the 
performance of the programming techniques in any process that 
requires a complex syntactic analysis.
Using SAG for CID 201-B it was possible to verify the theoretical 
advantages that have been described in the introduction of this 
paper, although due to peculiarities of the implementation these
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advantages are reduced. In any case, it has been shown that its 

application may with satisfactory results be accepted as a 

"partial" solution for the syntax analysis of complex grammars.,

3.3.2 Organisation of the Tables of Symbols.

One fundamental element of a compiler is the set of symbols 

tables. These tables are used by all other components of the 

compiler, hence the systems's efficiency depends very much on 

their structure, organization arid handling.

In our system, the symbol tables are those corresponding to 

fields of a database or a data dictionary, the memory variables, 

and the language's reserved words.

Here, the actual method of symbol table handling are exposed and 

the selected methods are theoretically and practically discussed.

3.Ö.2.i Data Dictionary.

In order to achieve data independence in a DBMS it is fundamental 

to have a data dictionary. The data dictionary must contain the 

number of each date item, its physical location, type, length, 

individual specifications and, in some cases, the synonyms and 

the level of access /MARTI77/.

The data items dictionary that must be univocally related to the 

data may have its place either in the same physical area of the
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data or in another •file. In our case the dictionary was included 

in the already existing label so that the files should be 

compatible with those of COBOL. This label is the first block of 

512 characters of every file. From this block, COBOL uses only 92 

characters, the dictionary being located in the rest of the 

block.

To or q an j.se the di ct i onar y , it W Ó3. S *ions■ i. d e‘rated that for the
system ' s requi re men ts the f ields must be rev■•j. ewed f ol 1o w i n g the
order i n wh i c h the y were createci and so w e chose t h e f o 11 o wi ng
structures

a.O
!
I

i
i

C L S <1) S 1 (1 >

a 2 t

»
i
1

S2 (1) S 3  (1 >

a 4 J
»
}
1
!

IL (1 > IT (1)

a 6 !
1

i

N D P (1) C L S (2)

aS »

!

S 1 (2) 3 2  (2)

Byte aö contains the Characters Length of the Symbol (CLS), that 

it is stated an item called SALARY, CLS will have a 6 in 

Next, appear the characters of the item's name (SI, S2, 

"»■>• Then byte Item Length (ID shows the total number of 

ackers contained in the field while Item Type (IT) contains

i s ,

i..} i. i  I  c * . i
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character N, C, or L depending on whether the stated item is 

numerical, chain of characters or logical, respectively. Lastly, 

byte Number of Decimal Places CNDP) tells us if the item is

numerical, the amount of characters after of the decimal point. 

The address of the item within the record does not have to be

stored, since the table is sequentially reviewed and the contains 

of bytes IL are summed up, so that when the required item is

found it has the displacement within the record (address). That

is, if Di is the displacement of item i ,

i -1
Di - IL(j) for i<= 1

j = l
where IL C1) = 0

To detect the end of the table, a zero is placed in the entry 

following that corresponding to the last item.

The table length is fixed but the number of items depends on the 

number of characters in each symbol.

3.3.2.2 Tab1e of memory variab1 es.

With dEASE-300 exits the concept of memory variables, whose 

function is store both constants and the variables that are not 

connection with any file, such as indicators, pointers, etc.

From a general viewpoint, the characteristics of an item in a

and a memory var i able are similar, on 1 y c o n c e p t u at 11 y

i n q i n the fact that the former resides i n a file and the
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latter resides in a memory zone. This structural similarity was 

used to organise the table of memory variables in a same way to 

the dictionary, which enables to unify the routines and 

managements of access to both tables. Also, here we wanted to 

avoid sorting the table on account of its inevitable overhead. 

Again, this table is dynamically increased or decreased and 

therefore, if we apply some hash technique we would have to 

select an area large enough for the table or apply some of the 

solutions proposed for hash techniques about variable length 

tables whose programming becomes more complicated. For all the 

above, we selected for memory variables a structure and

organisation same as those explained for the data dictionary, 

with the difference that following the describer of the data 

appear the data's contents.

This organisation might be improved to obtain more efficiency

regarding time of access to a data. A hash table could be 

organised having a block of access according to the calculated 

hash and from this point of departure to have the data 

sequel )t i a 11 y 1 i n ked < direct chai n i ng ) /IÍORR168/ .

This method would be more time-efficient since it reduces the

number of average

E = 
occup i ed 

drawback

1 + a/2 

entries, 

in the

comparisons from n/2 in the first method to 

where a sk/n and k is the number of 

n is the size of the table, but it has a 

consumption of additional memory and non
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compatibility with the structure of the data dictionary, which 

involves reprogramming different procedures for each one.

In the event of a version being obtained where central memory 

would not be a critical problem, the method of organisation of 

the memory variables table should be improved by the above 

described method with the resulting increase in efficiency.

3.3.2.3 Language reserved words table.

In this table, the words belonging to the language of the 

system's command are stored. This is the more widely used in the 

System since its elements are the language's grammar's terminal 

words and for this reason the scanner uses it at least once for 

each command of a program. It has been stated that compilers 

often spend 20 percent of their time in this function /BELL70/. 

Thus this table's speed of access directly influences the 

general efficiency of the System.

In designing this table the fact was taken into consideration 

that the elements (reserved words) are of variable sizes and that 

there are 171 symbols.

Based on all these facts a hash scheme was selected to organise 

the table using a logical method to calculate the function 

applied to all symbols' characters and then selecting the central 

bits to avoid clusters. To deal with collisions the Random 

Probing method developed by Morris /M0RRI68/ was chosen, which
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guarantees an average number of trials given by:
IE = N/k j  dx/(l-x)
o

e - - (1/ a.) log(l- a.)
where k : number of symbols in the table (171)

N : table size (256)
thus

E = 1.65
The main disadvantage of this method is that elimination of 
symbols becomes a troublesome process. However, in our case this 
does not occur inasmuch as symbols (words of the language) are 
not removed.
Evaluation was also made of the organisation method based on the 
Binary search /PRICE71/, which fulfilled the requirements of 
table classification and of being a fixed number of elements (it 
grows dynamically, insert has to be made to keep the table 
classified). This approach is easier to program but it has the 
following drawbacks:
a) The average of trials is given by:

E = ln(N), where N is the table size, thus in our case it 
would be E - 5.14, which is almost 4 times the average number 
of trials needed to find a symbol in the table as against the 
selected method.

b) The scheme with Binary Search demands that symbols should be
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of even length, which in our case involves making all our 

words into 10 characters, thus losing 445 words on this 

account as against 256 words that are saved in removing the 

area of entries for the hash method»

Our conclusion is, therefore, that, the selected method fulfills 

the System's requirements.

3 4  Run--1 i me system
In this section it has included the main characteristics of the 

generated Object Code and the File Control System»

In the topic of object code it is explained the characteristics 

of the selective retrieval of the information present in those 

commands which manipulate data base» This allows to obtain a 

modular and compact code for every command, independently of the 

retrieval characteristics. The developed algorithm is original 

and it does not appear in the specialized literature.

In the topic of File Control System it. is explained considering 

three logical modules: file management, basic functions and

indexing treatment based in the B+ tree technique.

The basic file organization is described as well as the basic 

functions concerning the file management.
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3.4.1 Characteristics of the Object Code.

To begin with, it will discuss the parameters, buffers and 

lists that play a role in the executer.

The part of the compiler which generates object code operates

over an area of memory called Generation Buffer. This is a 512-

byte block that stores the contents of the object code from a 

transaction. To us, a transaction is equivalent to language 

command of the dBASE-300. The Generation Buffer is controlled by 

two pointers: the buffer's initial pointer (INIPO), and a pointer 

that signals the end of the object code chain (FINPOB).

This Generation Buffer was designed having in mind the optional 

possibility of developing a pure procedure of compilation, 

generation of the abject program, and subsequent execution of the 

abject program, that is, not -Ln interpreter form, thus 

increasing the. speed of execution of the system since no 

compiling of the commands is to be done each time they are to be

executed. To do this, object code would have to be generated

sequentially through the Generation Buffer and, on reaching the 

end of the block, record in a file containing the desired object 

program.

The method of object code representation used is the Polish 

representation with an arithmetical-1ogical accumulator for the 

results.

To address a memory variable the address of the variable
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describer is employed since all the necessary data appear in its 

describer, and then its contents are -found.

To address a file item, three parameters are required:

a) There is a list of open files that enables accessing all the 

data in the file (address of the record in memory, address of 

the data dictionary, etc.). The first parameter is the 

position of the file in the list.

b) Address of the item's describer. This describer is found in 

the files's data dictionary and its contents are explained in 

the Table of Symbols (3.3.2.1).

c) Location within the record. The item is addressed relative to

commencement of the record so that in order to calculate its 

absolute address this parameter is added to the address of

commencement of the record (this is provided by the File

Control System).

The object code is made up by a first byte containing the code 

of the function to be performed, afterwards a byte with

individual options of each function and then the word to address

the memory variables, item of files or void if the command does 

not require them. For an example, let us see the object code 

corresponding to the command:
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DISPLAY/LIST <expression>

Code
Expression

code : r : c : b : o ; adisplay : : : : :
The code of the expression corresponds to the arithmetical 
representation in Polish notation, which., on being executed, 
leaves the result in the arithmetical-logical-accumulator, where 
it is taken by the execution of the function corresponding to 
command DISPLAY. The parameters R, C, B, 0, and A correspond to 
the different characteristics of the DISPLAY/LIST command.
Now let us see how language options enabling selective retrieval 
of information in a database were implemented. These options are:
a) SCOPE: is used to specify the application range of a given 
command. It has 3 possible values:

ALL: the command affects the whole file, that is. the file
must be "rewinded" and the command applied to all 
records in the file.

NEXT n: means that the command is applied to next n
records.

RECORD n: means that the command is applied to record no. n
only.
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b) FOR <exp>: implies that in all records of the database the

logical expression is to be evaluated and the 

command be applied to all records whose expression 

has a true value.

c) WHILE <exp>s all records are examined, starting with the

cursor record. The command stops its execution 

from the moment expression is false.

These options may be combined with all commands that make 

reference to records of a file and therefore their implementation 

is a complex one if each function of the executer has to 

contemplate these options. This problem was solved by means of 

the object code and performing several special functions in the 

executer.

Let. us see how option FOR is solved.
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11
GOTO !11

1 ( 2 words )

IF :11

Code of the expression-FOR 5
l1

Skips if False ! X: no. of words
! to be skipped

Code corresponding to command
; X

11
READ RECORD ! Y: no. of words 

! to be sk.back

. . . s

n: no. of times to read(2 words)

The first code generated is a function GDTO to the first 

recording the file, which solves the rewind operation of the file 

implied by option FOR. Then is generated an evaluation of the 

logical expression used in the FOR, which leaves the result in 

the arithmetical accumulator. The function "SKIPS IF FALSE" 

gives, according to the result of the arithmetical accumulator, 

the control X words ahead if the result of the logical expression 

was false, or gives control to the following function if it was 

true. The following function (A) is that corresponding to 

generation of object code of the command without SCOPE, FOR or 

WHILE. Lastly, a function "READ RECORD" is generated which
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performs the reading of a record, decreases counter n and, if the 

counter is other than zero, gives control Y words back. If the 

counter is zero, it ends with the cycle that has been set. In the 

event option FOR, "Y" has the maximum value to be set on the 2 

words of the code, that is, the cycle is run until end-of--f i 1 e 
(EOF) is found.

This structure is generated using procedures included in the 

compiler in a form transparent to the commands, that is, the 

routines of object code of the commands do not have into account 

options SCOPE, FOR or WHILE. Also,

a) ALL: is a particular case of FOR assuming the null expression.

b) NEXT c: initial function "GOTO" is not generated. The value of

c-1 is placed in parameter n of the function "READ 

RECORD".

c) RECORD g: generates initial function "GOTO" with value of "g"

as the parameter. Does not generate the function 

"READ ARTICLE".

Also in the same scheme the case of option WHILE is solved. 

However, initial function "GOTO" is not generated and the 

parameter of skip "X" generated by function "SKIPS IF FALSE" 

signals end of the cycle, not the function "READ RECORD".
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3.4.2 File Control System.
The File Control System of dBASE-300 may be considered logically 

divided into three modules;

- file management

- basic functions

- indexing treatment

File manag emen t.
The basic file organization in dBASE-300, without considering 

indexing treatment,is a relative organization; that is, each 

record is identified by the position it occupies in the file at 

creation time.
This kind of organization enables fulfilling the requirements of 

all transactions referred to files in dBASE-300 and also allows 

easy connection with the structures defined for indexing

treatment; this means that it is not necessary to use any 

randomising formula or overflow areas.

The chosen organization and the structures defined for its 

implementation enable dBASE-300 to be compatible with COBOL fil^s 

with relative organization specified with BLOCK CONTAINS clause. 

This feature satisfies the compatibility requirement with the 

software developed up to date.

BASIC FUNCTIONS

The primitives concerning the file management which OS FOBOS



supplies are elemental. They are not designed for relative 

organization, nor to manage data grouped in fixed size records 

and records grouped in blocks.

Because of this, it was necessary to add some other primitives 

to the system in order to accomplish the requirements of the File 

Control System of dBASE-300.

These new primitives are supported, of course, on those elemental 

primitives of the OS and make a good use of them.

This additional primitives added are the basic tools for file 

management and also for the indexing treatment, because these 

primitives carry out the operations in the file.

E<esides this information in the' label, the File Control System 

keeps in memory, during the work with a file, some information 

which helps it perform correctly and efficiently the dBASE-300 

file transactions.

This information table is called "open file table" and it is 

placed previous to the file label in dynamic memory as long as 

the file is open.

Buffer area, map area and record area are also placed in dynamic 

area. This means that by using the Dynamic Storage Allocation 

Module, memory used in the treatment of a file is released when 

it is closed. In other words, the memory is occupied only while 

the file is open.
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Indexing treatment.

In the -following it is shown the method implemented for index 

treatment in the Data Base Management System dBASE-300.

The technique employed to treat indexes in dBASE—300 is the 

organisation called B+ tree. With the use of this technique it 

is possible to accomplish all transactions defined in dBASE-300 

in a suitable way as it is efficient for both random and 

sequential access to records and modification operations.

In order to have a better understanding of the implementation of 

B+ tree in dBASE-300 File Control System, the analysis is divided 

into the following sections;

- B-trees and their data structures.

- Find, Insertion and Deletion.

- Operation costs.

- B+ trees.

- Other variants of B-trees.

The -first two sections are referred to B-trees because the 

characteristics explained are also present in B+ trees.

B-trees and their data structures.

The structure implemented for index treatment in dBASE-300 

corresponds to the B—tree definition given in /BAYER72/, i.e., it 

has the following properties;
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a) Each path -from the root to any leaf has the same length.

b) Each node, except the root and leaves, has at least k + 1 sons,
where k is a natural number. The root is a leaf and has at 

at least two sons.

c) Each node has at most 2k+l sons.

A node of a B-tree is the page in which the index is stored.

A page of the B-tree in dBASE-300 looks like this:

r 1 km pm rm ///

/ / \
next 8< number pi - pointer
previous of keys in ki — key
page the node ri — record number

This data structure of a page has the following properties 

/BAYER72/:

a) Each page contains between k and 2k keys except the root page 

which may contain between 1 and 2k keys.

b) Let m be the number of keys on a page (not a leaf). P has m+1

son s u

c) The keys in a page are sequential in increasing order and 

each page contains at most 2k keys and 2k+l pointers.

d> Let P(pi) be the page to which pi points, let K(pi) be the 

set of keys on the pages of that maximal subtree of which
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P(pi) is the root. Then the Tollowing conditions always

h old;

V- y € K(pO> => y< k l
V y <e K (pi ) k i < y
V- y K (pm) km<y

The record number behind each key in the page enables to access 

directly the requested record in the relative file.

This information in the page is a peculiar characteristic of this 

implementation, taking advantage of the relative organisation of 

the data file.

Find, Insertion and Deletion.

Find.

A find operation in a B-tree of order k never visits more than

1+log n pages, where n is the number of records in the file, 
k

This is possible because record operations in a. 

leave the tree balanced.

The B-tree balancing scheme restricts changes in 

single path from a leaf to the root, so it can 

"runaway" overhead /C0MER79/.

The find algorithm is simple logically.

B—tree always

the tree to a 

not introduce
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Inserti on.

The insertion operation requires a previous -find operation with 

which it is possible to get the page where the new key is going 

to be i nsert.ed .

Three cases may be found (assuming the new key is not present):

i) empty tree

ii) page not full 

i i i) page ful 1

In the first case it is necessary to create a root page with the 

new key.

In the second case the new key may be inserted in the correct 

posi t i on.

In the third case it is necessary to split the page, that is, the 

smallest k keys are placed in one page, the largest k keys are 

placed in another page, and the remaining value is promoted to 

the parent page where it serves as a separator. In the worst 

caste splitting propagates all the way to the root and the tree 

increases in height by one level.

Delet i on.

Like insertion, the deletion operation needs a previous find 

operation to locate the key to be deleted.
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Assuming the key is present, it is possible to find two cases:

a) the key is on leaf page

b) the key is not on a leaf page.
In the first case the key can be deleted from leaf.

In the second case it is necessary to find the adjacent key and 

place it in the position of the deleted key. To find the adjacent

key in key-sequence order it is necessary to search for the

leftmost leaf in the right subtree of the deleted key.

In both cases it is necessary to check whether an underflow 

condition is present, that is, if the leaf has less than k keys. 

In this case it is possible to redistribute the remaining keys

between the two neighboring pages but only if there are at least

2k keys to distribute. If there are less than 2k keys it is 

necessary to perform a concatenation process, where keys are 

combined into one page and the other is discarded. Then the

separating key in the ancestor is no longer necessary and is also 

added to the single remaining leaf.

As can be seen, the process of concatenation may force

concatenating at the next higher level and so on, to the root of 

the level, and it is possible that B-tree decreases in height by 

1.

Operation costs.

The cost of a find operation is increased with the growth of the
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■file size logarithm. This is:

n + 1
h log -------  /BAYER72/ /CDMER79/k  rjX~

where : h - height of the page tree

n - number of keys

k - minimum number of keys per page 

Insertion and deletion take time proportional to log n in the 

worst case because these operations need additional access beyond 

the cost of a find operation as it progresses back up the tree. 

The costs are at most double, so that the height of the tree 

still is the main element for these costs.

As can be seen, the number of keys in a page is the parameter on 

which the performance of all operations depends.

Bayer and McCreight /BAYER72/ show a way to determine the optimal 

number of keys in a page to achieve minimum time per transaction, 

in terms of fixed time spent per page, transfer time, key size, 

and a factor for average page occupancy.

In the case of dBASE-300 there are practical limits to page size. 

The disks on which the system is supported are divided into fixed 
blocks of 512 bytes length.

Thus, each page in dBASE-300 is 512 bytes in order to avoid extra 

overhead in the process.

In practice, considering standard key size the behavior of the 

algorithm with this size page was quite suitable.
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B+ trees
The organisation chosen was B+ tree, a variant that avoids the 

problems with sequential processing in B-trees.

These problems are the requirement of extra space for at least 

logK (n+1) pages /KNUTH73/ in main memory to avoid reading them 

twice in the sequential processing.

Also, the next operation may require to access several pages 

before finding the desired key.

In a B+ tree all keys reside in the leaves.

The relative organisation of a file in the dBASE—300 enables 

implementing B+ trees in a very comfortable way, because this 

file can be accessed directly once it has the number of 

correspondent record in the sequence order.

With B+ tree the logarithmic cost properties for operations by 

key are retained and the next operation for a sequential 

processing requires at most 1 access. Besides, no page will be 

accessed more than once.

On the other hand, the feature of B+ trees that all keys reside 

in the leaves allows to simplify the deletion operation because 

the removal of the key to be deleted is simple, and the tree need 

not be changed while the leaf remains al least half-full. It 

means that a copy of a deleted key will be present in the tree 

and can direct searches to the correct leaf.

Redistribution or concatenation process will be necessary only if
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an under-flow condition arises in the leaf and this process is 

similar to that in B-tree.

Other variants of B-trees«

Several variants of B-trees were analyzed in order to choose a 

technique for the implementation of index treatment in dBASE-300. 

These variants were: B* tree /KNUTH73/, Virtual B-trees

/CÜMER79/, Compression technique /WAGNE73/, and Binary B-trees 

/BAYER71/.

B* tree was discarded because its implementation seems to be a 

little more complicated and then it requires more main memory 

with the resulting increase of overhead.

In the case of Virtual B-trees there is a practical inconvenience 

because our system computer does not have facilities of virtual 
memory.

With the compression technique pointers can be compressed using a 

displacement from a page address instead of the absolute address 

value. This technique is particulary useful for virtual B-trees 

where pointers take on large address values.

Finally, Binary B-trees are appropriated for a one-level store, 

because a Binary B-tree is a B-tree of order 1. This means that 

each page has 1 or 2 keys and 2 or 3 pointers.

B+ trees retains the logarithmic cost properties for operations
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by key and has no problems with the next operation for a

sequential processing.

In practice, B+ tree proved a very suitable organisation 
index treatment in dBASE-300.

for
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4» An application in dBA5E~300.

In this chapter it is described a system to control resolutions 

emanated -from governing boards in enterprises.

The system is actually used in many enterprises in our country. 

It was developed in .dBASE-II for microcomputers of 8 and 16 bits. 

The system is composed by 40 programs with 2572 commands.

This system was chosen to run under our DBMS for CID 300/10, 

dBASE-300, in order to prove the almost compatibility between 

dBASE-II and dBASE-300 and also to prove that the changes which 

are necessary to made, are very simple and in an easy way the 

system to control resolutions was ready to run under dBASE-300. 

This changes which were made, are also explained in this chapter. 

This system has also a subsystem which controls the access to the 

system in order to protect the information against non authorised 

users. This control has three access priorities for the users, in 

order to allow read only access, read and modify and read, 

modify and delete, respectively. Thus, the first action which 

takes any function of the system is to ask the user number, in 

order to check its validity.
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4.1. System to control resolutions emanated from governing
boards in enterprises.

This system allows to control resolutions emanated by any

document from governing boards in enterprises.

With this system it is possible to find a resolution by different 

criteria such as document which generates the resolution, date, 

who proposed the resolution, actual status, compliment date, as 

well as a listing of all resolutions by responsable of

compliment, a listing of resolutions by compliment date and also 

statistics of resolution compliment and the amount of 

resolutions generated by a document.

This system also allows to introduce, modify or delete a

resolution.

In order to accomplish the mentioned functions, the system works 

wi th two f i1es;

RESOLUTION 

RESPONSABLE

These files are treated indexed or not according to the

characteristics of the specific function.

These two files are treated simultaneously and some actions taken 

in the RESOLUTION file could imply to take some other actions in 

the RESPONSABLE file.
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of RESOLUTION file is the followingThe structure
F I E L D L E N G T H T Y P E

—  r e s o 3. u t  i  o n  n u r n b e r 5 c h a r a c t e r

p r o p o s e d  b y
•‘“ J 1! ,

•••" n u m b e r  o f  d o c u m e n t

w h i c h  g e n e r a t e d  t h e  d o c u m e n t . 5 I I

- •  d  o  c  u  m  e  n  t .  d  a  t  e C
O I I

—  r  e s o 1 u t  i  o n  s y n t  h e s i s 2 4 0 I I

•••" c  o m p  1  i  m e n  t  s t  a t  u s
I I

—  o  b  s  e  r  v  a  t  i  o  n  s 1 6 0 - •

- -  c  o  m  p  1  i  m  e  n  t  d  a  t  e 1 5
I I

T h e  s t r u c t u r e  o f  R E S P O N S A B L E  f i l e i s  t .  h  e  f  o  1 1  o  w  i  n  g  s

F I E L D L E N G T H T Y P E

r  e  s  o  1  u  t  i  o  n  n  u  m  b  e  r 5 c h a r a c t e r

■ -  r  e  s  p  o  n  s  a  b  1  e
' ~ t  rcr i l

The RESOLUTION file is indexed by resolution number field and the 
RESPONSABLE file is also indexed by resolution number field, when 
i t i s n ec ess ar y .
For a resolution number it is possible to find more than one 
record in the RESPONSABLE file, because in fact, a resolution 
could has more than one responsable of compliment..



In order to accomplish the functions of introduction, 

modification and deletion of resolutions, the system works with 

the following screen, easy to manipulate by the? user.

RESOLUTION UPDATING

RESOLUTION No.: PROPOSED BY:

SOURCE DOCUMENT No.: DATE:

RESOLUTION SYNTHESIS:

C 0 M P L I M E N T

DATE STATUS RESPONSABLE

O B S E R V A T I O N S

To introduce a new resolution, the system shows the screen with

each field empty, and the user proceeds to give the information

■field by field,,
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When the screen is complete, the -files RESOLUTION and RESPONSABLE

are updated.

Note that this screen generates records for both files mentioned

above.

To modify a resolution the screen is shown initially empty. The 

resolution number is taken and its validity is checked. Then, the 

screen is filled with the information of the resolution and the

user can change any field he desired.

It is possible also to go on forward or backward through the 

resolutions without doing any change, if it is necessary, only to

see the resolutions.

Also in modify operation the file RESOLUTION and/or the file 

RESPONSABLE could be updated, if it is necessary.

In order to delete a resolution it is only necessary to give its 

number and the validity checking an other necessary operations

are perfor med.
An interesting feature of the system is the resolution selection 

by different criteria. In order to accomplish this, the following

screen is shown.
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RESOLUTION SELECTION 

SELECTION CRITERIA

Í) Proposed by: 2) Source doc. numbers 3) Dates

C 0 M P L I M E N T

4)  D a t e s 5) Status: 6) Responsab1es

Choi ce number s

With this, screen, the user can choose one or more criterium in 

order to obtain, the listing of resolutions which hold these 

proper t. i es.

In the field corresponding to CHOICE NUMBER the user may type a 

digit between 1 and 6.and then the information in the space 

corresponding to the typed digit. It is possible to supply more 

than one? choice.

The user can get the information through a screen or in & listing 

by the pr i nter»

This function does not alter any file, but it accesses them in a
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different way to taring a good response time to the user requests.

4.2. Adaptation to dBASE-300.
In order to adapt this system to dBASE—300 it was necessary to 
make only a -few simple changes /DBASES6/ which are going to be 
d e t a i 1 e d i n t h e f o 11 o w i n g .
- To change the symbol # by the symbols < > in comparisons.
If the symbol # could be used for comparisons and for the 
•function " number of actual record” like in dBASE-IX, the 
syntactical analysis would do mors comp!xcateo and in order to

wesi mp1i f y it, the symbols 
•• In dBASE-300 it is pc 
s i o i u 1.1 a n e o c >. s 1 y. B e c a u s e

PRIMARY and the SELECT SECONDARY by SELECT 
For example, the following sequence «

5 e d t o s p e c. i F y  c: o m p a r i s c
i b 1 e t o h an d 1 e mor"0 tn&n t. w
of that the serise of t. h e
was necessary to change t h 0

f 11 es
-L;.U i

SELECT

< n urcb e r  >,

USE FILEA
[ST

SELECT SECONDARY
LISE FI LEB
LIST

* edi ti ng I lls A 

SELECT PRIMARY 

ET/ I T
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must be changed by: 
USE FILEA 
LIST

SELECT 2 

USE FILER 
LIST

x editing file A
SELECT 1
EDIT

•• The file specifications must change because of the different 

operating systems used by the micro and by the minicomputer.
For example, the following specification for CP/Ms 

USE B:FILENAME 

must be changed by;

USE DKn: FIL.NAM

where n is the number of a disk unit.
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Recommendations and conclusions.
In this chapter it is shown a summary of recommendations already 

included in another chapter and other recommendations observed 

during the practical work in dBASE 300.

- Considering the results of benchmark tests shown in chapter 2, 

it is proposed to implement a compiler for dBASE 300. In the 

chapter 3 it is shown how this compiler can be implemented. The 

compiler must increase the performance and its implementation is 

not very difficult because it was contemplated in the design of 

the system.

- Owing to the lack of memory and according to the result of 

commands used survey shown in chapter 3, which expresses a very 

low use of SORT command, it is proposed to remove the SORT 

command in order to reform the segmentation scheme to improve the 

general efficiency of the system. The procedure of data sorting 

could be included in an utility program.

- por the complementation of the system it is possible to develop

some utility programs that dBASE II has in microcomputer 

environment. From these utilities the author proposes in priority 

order, to implement ZIP: a screen and printout form writer. With

this program it is possible to compare dBASE 300 with SENSIBLE 

facilities to build screens.

- To make ease the moving of microcomputer applications to our
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system it is possible to implement a utility program that, 

converts the data base -format of dBASE II into our dEiASE 300 

format. Besides, it. is convenient to implement an utility program 

that. convert the source program of dBAEiE II into dBASE 300 

contemplating the few differences mentioned in chapter 4.

In order to provide a software procedure in case of crash in 

accessing file process, it. is possible to implement a Salvation 

Program. This program looks over data files and in an interactive 

way re-build the data loosed. It was discussed in 3.1.2 section.

Finally, as a conclusion it. is shown the following:

The primary aims of this undertaking have been achieved with high 

quality level according to the results expressed in this paper. 

This is the first, integrated study in Cuba investigating the 

complex aspects about evaluation, selection, implementation, and 

application of DBMS. Also, it is the first time that this kind of 

study is reported for this type of Cuban minicomputer.

It is developed a complete methodology to evaluate a DBMS in 

order to implement it. This methodology is used in our Institute 

in other similar works.

Several commuting tools were adapted and some of them have been 

developed and improved according to our conditions.

With the acquisition of a DE<MS for Cuban minicomputer, the user 

is provided with a high technology for data processing.
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Complemented with the other utilities of software, this system 
enables fast information retrieval from a data base created, 
maintained and controlled by different program packages already 
implemented. It enables the development of applications, with a 
high degree of data-program independence resulting in a saving of 
debbuging and maintenance time. It also enables exchanging 
application programs between microcomputer and CID 300/10, thanks 
to language compatibility.
dBASE 300 has been sold to many Organisms and Institutes in our
country»
This work has been helpful in raising the technical level of 
those who use system CID 300/10 and at the same time has been 
instrumental in updating and improving the technique culture of 
the group under author's direction.
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